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Western Clay and Gypsum That New Mexico Will Lose Had Signed Many Permits
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New Mexico Insurance Depart- He Also Favors General Pension Schubert Theater end Several
BUI That Will Greatly
ment Is Praised on Its Latest
Business Biocks Destroyed
Bulletin.
Help Veterans.
by Flames.

Have Attacked Casas Gives Especial Praise to the Eur- sum Corporation CommisGrandes, the Supply Point of

May

Mormon Colonies.

1

1

Governor Mills today appointed the
Francisco
following notaries public:
Olivas of Clayton,
Union county;
George C. Reuler of Gila, Grant county; Z. C. Richley, East Las Vegas;
Isaac L. Fowler, San Jon, Quay county; Nathaniel B. Roseberry, East Las
Vegas; John Raphael Tucker, F.rm-ingtoSan Juan county.
Incorporations.
Incorporation papers were filed today in the office of Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa by the Western
Clay and Gypsum Products Company
which will mean the consolidation of
several cement plants In the southwest The capitalization is $1,000,000
divided into 10,000 shares. The headquarters are at Ancho, Lincoln county, where one of the plants is located.

The incorporators and directors are:
M. Earle of Des Moines,
Iowa,
president; Grant A. Busch of Ancho,
vice president and manager; Kent G.
Busch of Ancho, secretary; J. F. Williams of El Paso, treasurer; Henry P.
iScholte, of Pella, Iowa, and Charles

Ira

E. Lofland of Oskaloosa, Iowa.

The First Presbyterian church

of
Chaves county, filed incorporation papers. The incorporators and directors are: William
F.
Welty, Milton T. Brockett, John M.
Wheeler, Charles A. Fowler, Jr.,
C. Beach, Thomas H. Turner.
Praise for Insurance Bulletin.
Superintendent of Insurance .Taco-bChaves is receiving many letters
of praise of the last bulletin issued
from his office.
One of them says:
"I think it is a most excellent scheme
to promulgate a circular of this character. We have not had any information of this kind from other departments. It keeps insurance companies
in close touch with your department
and with conditions in the Territory
of New Mexico." Another letter says:
Cumberland,

Or-le- n

o

"Have read the document with a great
deal of' interest and congratulate the
peopla of your state in having an offto
icial who is bending such efforts
protect their interest and at the same
time display such fairness to
insurance companies as may
be operating within its confines."
g

LEADERS ARE PLANNING
CAMPAIGN FOR STATEHOOD.
National

Committeeman

Luna

Solomon
National Committeeman
Luna and Hon. H. O. Eursum, chairman of the Republican Central Committee of the Territory, were in the
city today arranging for the campaign in behalf of statehood and the
constitution.
Both leaders of the Republican
party are receiving reports from all
over the territory that indicate that
the constitution is growing in favor
and will be approved by overwhelming
majority.
Mr. Luna and Mr. Bursum spent
some time this morning talking over
matters with Governor Mills and later
called on other prominent men.
Speaking of Socorro, his home county, Mr. Bursum is quoted in the Albuquerque Morning Journal today as
feeling sure that it will roll up a big
majority for the constitution. Mr.
Bursum found there Vas considerable
opposition to the instrument among
the people at first, but as its provisions are becoming more generally
understood, this opposition is rapidly
disappearing, until now it is confined
almost entirely to a few members of
the Socialist party, and even the socialists are gradually becoming converted to the belief that even the
Socialist party has a better chance
of success under a state government,
than under a territorial regime, where
the people of New Mexico, regardless
of their political beliefs, have little to
say in the affairs of their government Socialists, like other people,
while they object to some, of the
things that are in the constitution,
and deplore the absence from the instrument of other things, would like
to have the opportunity of voting for
or against the men who are to occupy such high positions as governor,
supreme and district court judges, an
opportunity that will always be denied them under the
territorial
regime.
Blesses Chapel

Dec. 23. Three
more
Chicago,
the bodies were recovered this morning
Democrats resoluting against state- from the ruins of Morris & Company's
hood and the representation in the .beef house, where Marshal Koran and
his companions lost their lives. Twenty-Senate of Senator Culberson,
one
bodies including Koran's, bave
will lose several hundred thou- been recovered, and it is believed
sand acres of land. Delegate An- ;five or six are still in the debris. The
drews has blocked tho game in the fire was one of tbe moat stubborn the
House and is working for concessions. department has fought in years, and
Andrews. is also working for a gen- this morning, after more than twenty-;fou- r
eral pension bill paying soldiers
hours of unceasing struggle, the
sixty-twfiremen could not say that it is under
years old $15 a month,
five
$20; seventy years $25; seventy-f- control. Indeed, warehouse No. 5 was
ive
years or over $36. It is be- jin imminent danger, and only the fire
lieved that this will give the veter- wall between warehouses 5 and 6 pre
ans in New Mexico about $250,000 vented another long fight with the
more. It has a good chance of pass- flames. From "warehouse number 6,
ing.
the flames had leaped to other buildTwo Will Come From New Mexico. ings. The walls of warehouse No. 6
Washington, Dec. 23. A house collapsed this morning as the firemen
membership of 440 is the smallest were playing on the flames, and Capnumber under the census bureau tain John Windheim of Engine Commethod of apportionment that will re- pany No. 64 was knocked down and
sult in not decreasing the present seriously injured by flying timbers.
number of representatives from any William Sheridan, clerk in the stock
state. This is announced in a detail- yards, was knocked off the platform
ed statistical statement submitted to and fatally hurt.
the House committee on census today
Horan Lover the Children.
by the census bureau.
Chicago, Dec. 23. In the desk of
Fire Marshal Horan at the city hall
NEW PORTUGUESE REPUBLIC
was found today pathetic evidence of
HAS BEEN ORGANIZED. the love of children frequently shown
Lisbon, Dec. 23. A plan of govern- by the dead fire chief.
Piled high
ment for the new Portuguese repub- were more than a hundred requests
lic has been elaborated by a provis- for the flooding of back lots for skat
ional cabinet. It is based upon the par- ing rinks. Each letter bore the "OK"
liamentary system of France with of the chief. He was also planning
certain modifications adopted from the to send out members of the departUnited States. The president will be ment to hasten the
makipg of rinks
chosen for five years and will be in- so Chicago's youngsters might enjoy
eligible for
until a regular Christmas vacation to the full. "We
term has intervened. The members are going to have an old fashioned
of parliament will be elected every winter," said the chief two or three
three years.
days ago, "and I'm going to give the
kids of Chicago the time of their
New-Mexic-

Arch-

bishop Pitaval blessed the new chapel in the new sanitarium of the Sisters of Charity. The ceremony began
at 10 a. m. and was witnessed by all
the sisters of charity. His grace was
assisted by the Very Reverend Antonio Fourchegu, vicar general of the
archdiocese; the Reverend Jules
the Reverend Joseph Pugena,
chancellor of the archdiocese and the
Reverend Carlos Bohst, of the cathedral. The first mass will be celebrated in the beautiful chapel Christmas
morning by the chaplain, Father
The chapel is dedicated to
the Immaculate Conception.
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STRIKE GROWS

IRE HUT
Western Railroad Dispute
With Engineers More
Critical Today
MOTION

CONFERENCE HELD

and

Chairman Bursum Call on Governor Mills and Others.

Archbishops

Special to the New Mexican.
Dec. 23. With
Washington,

bert theater and

Chicago, Dec. 23. The wage dispute between the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers and sixty-onrail-rds west and south of Chicago today became critical and it was admitted that a sudden break in the
negotiations would not be unexpected. None of the parties to the mediation conference would talk, but it was
learned that despite the fact that on-- j
a. email
percentage oi tne present
wage schedule stood in the way of
settlement, each side saw in the efforts of the other a matter of grave

several

adjoining

buildings on Bayonne street were deJ
The
stroyed by fire this morning.
loss was about $30,000.
Quarter Million Dollar Loss.
New Orleans, Dec. 23. In the fire

this morning three

Principle Involved Overshadows
the Mere Dollars and Cents
'
Involved.

e

lives."
Chicago, Dec. 23. Relief committees will meet today to formulate the
plans to raise a fund in aid of the
widows and orphans. Fifty thousand
dollars are already pledged, and it is
expected that the fund will reach
three times that. Each of the stock
yards firms will contribute $10,000.
Theater Fire in New Orleans.
New Orleans, Dec. 23. The Schu-

large

business

ri

El Paso, Dec. 23. Nothing has hern
After a halt
t stmrillra- jhcard this morning of what hud bef-- tion, the congress of the United
done wiih the train which the insurgSinus has, rather
granted
ents capturpd south of Juarez j;;st the prayer of ihi gnKlgiiiRly
t,i NV.v Moxi-- a
ii
peopie
The
are
cut.
still
wires
The
night.
f
n lifts are in the hilis a few miles co to formulate
constitution, ratify
south of Juarez, but apparently are:'1 themselves and pass it back to con- making no effort to attack the city, gress for its O. K. or kibosh.
i.
ill is believed they may have attack- - New .Mexico has accepted the con- ed Casas Grande, the supply point of 'liti.mi.s chosen its delegates who have
jail Mormon colonies in that region.'1'" convention assembled prepared an
troops were recently sent organic law, which is now before the
there.
people of the (omaioinvealtli for con- j
ti:;ienion or rejection at the election
Passenger Train Held Up.
Kl Paso, Texas, Dec. 23. A Mexi- - to lie held
j
January 21, 1011.
'4
Northwestern passenger train! As was to have been expectedv there
j can
was captured by insurrectos at;13 considerable opposition
to the
Sapcllo station, twenty miles
from adoption of the work of our
CHARLES D. MILLER,
opposite this city, at 2:30 yog-- ! Kates. In this opposition Hon. II. B.
Territorial Engineer and the Youngest Territorial Offical.
The band forced r'ergtisson. by reason of his long res-th- e
terday afternoon.
engineer to run the train on a Idonee and prominence, seems to be
siding where the coaches were cut ofll'lie accepted leader, and it is under-anManifold are the congratulations the office, he has demonstrated
abandoned, after which the en-- j stood that his arraignment in the
his
was run back down the line in !mn.u.-rtiTribune- - Citizen of Decem- that are being received uron the ap - ' ability, and he is as familiar with the
the
11. is to be the platform
direction
- .,,(''"
of
The
Pearson,
of
the
work
upon
ne
as
hydrographlc
pass
part
of
Charles D Miller to bp
pcintment
were not molested. An engine which tile
is with that of
will do
lie has enters
territorial engineer to suceed Verno:i
visited and measured practically all was sent to Sapcllo late last evening battle.
L. Sullivan on New Year, and Gover
Permit me in my feeti!,- way to
the streams in New Mexico and in- - to rescue the marooned passengers.
nor Jims nas oeen aounrlantlv as- animadvert
last
Superintendent
upon his animadversions,
Rutledge
all
night
the
main
roads and has
spected
surcd that his selection has been a
... confirmed the story of the hold-up- .
tit seems singular tha. so erudite a
n
a,..'
very happy and popular one. While sion on Carev Act nrnnnsittnn. n,0r!
lawyer ar.d so astute a statesman and
Marching on Juarez.
Mr. Miller is only 24 years of age, can be no
Juarez, Dec. 23. A rancher living political Joshua should have predidoubt that hP will nmv
having been born on July 6, 1SS, and valuable member of the Good Roads twelve miles below Juarez rode into cated his diatribe upon a positive mis-- j
territorial
luule,ule lue
commission.
Mr. Miller received the the city Friday morning and reported conception of the province of a state
that there was a band of fifty armed constitution.
lie seems to labor mi
ficial, he has been practically raised endorsement of the
Republican lead-ian irrigation atmosphere, and is ers, of a host of men
insurrectos near his ranch who were lder the hallucination that a eonstitu- prominently
fully prepared to take up the work identified with irrigation nrnieeta tn coming to demand the surrender of t,on or orsanic oompact is an unre-o- f
while
legislation
where Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan, the territory and many men of im- the city. He said that he had sold 1"';l,a,1,e system
after a most successful official career, portance outside of the common- them six goats for which they had the practically unanimous view of
lays it down. Mr. Miller was born, and wealth. Being a graduate of a terri- paid and had warned him to keep his constitutional lawyers is that a state
or
spent his boyhood, in Weld entity. torial institution, especial pride is mouth shut, but he rode into Juarez euiisuititton is a scries oi
up the
people, their
and notified the authorities who sent limitations
Colorado, the famous Gree'fT sectkui manifested locally in his
making good out soldiers to meet the insurrectos. legislatures and officials, for their
and one of the most prosperous Irriga- so
early in life.
own protection.
In other words, in
tion sections of the Centennial state,
Excepting Mr. Sullivan himself, he
absence of any constitution or orthe
where he worked a number or years i3 perhaps, the best
posted man from
ganic law, the people of a state could
under large irrigation systems. He actual observation in Mexico on Irri- PADLOCK
BILL
either in themselves or by their legis a graduate of the Manual Training gation
enterprises, stream flow and
islatures do anything that was not
school of Denver and graduated from good roads. Mr. Miller is a thirty-seconpositively and in express terms forthe New Mexico College of Agriculbidden by the constitution of the
degree Mason, a director and
ture and Mechanic Arts, where he ob- treasurer of the Young Men's RepubUnited States. That the constitution
tained a thorough course in civil en- lican club, and of course, is a Repubfor New Mexico encroaches upon the
gineering work and kim' red branches. lican bx tradition as well as convicfunctions of the legislature is its most
He was apponted assistant territorial tion. Mr. Miller's friends are much Premier
objectionable feature.
Canalejas
ofengineer a few months after the
pleased with his advancement and
Fergusson bewails the absence
Through His Program of of Mr.
fice had been created and since then are certain that in him, Governor
provisions for direct legislation as
has had charge of the office repeated- Mills and the territory have found a
embodied in the initiative, referendum
Religious Liberty
ly during absences and illness of En- worthy successor to Engineer Sullijand recall, and some of tbe small fry
allude to these as the "Democratic
gineer Sullivan. Both in field and in van.
THE VATICAN
i wouia
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tie pleased ir some
OPPOSED iaea.
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FOR CONSTITUTION.

News of the Intrepid Incident That Gives Glimpse
American Aviator Who
of Political Corruption in
Crossed Channel
Eastern States

He Convinces

Prominent Democrats
That Ther Opposition to Funda-

iC

mental

Law is III Advised.
Portales, N. M., Dec. 23. One

!E

ARE

If.'DiCIED

of

the most interesting gatherings that At
That Point He Made Grave Seventy Five Plead Guilty and
has met in this city for some time,
Are Fined Besides Losing
Mistake and Pleaded for
was at the Roosevelt county court
house to hear the address of T. J.
Franchise.
North Sea.
import which overshadowed the Mabry,- Democratic delegate to the
Clo-vimere dollars and cents involved.
constitutional convention, from
West Union, Ohio, Dec. 23 One
London, Dec. 23. There was no
Curry county. Mr. Mabry came news this afternoon of the
fate of Ce- - hundred and seventy-twadditional
Fire at Kelly. The Torres saloon upon invitation of the Portales Womcil Grace, the American aviator, who indictments were returned by the
at Kelly, Socorro county, caught fire an's club to speak upon the constitudisappeared in a fog while attempt- - grand jury today which is investigatday before yesterday, but the flames tion. Other delegates had spoken in
a return flight from Calais, France, ing the traffic in votes at tne Novem-t- o
were extinguished after the roof had Portales under the auspices of this ing
Dover yesterday. It is feared he ber election. This brings the total
club previously, two of these against
oeen destroyed.
the constitution, and one for it, seen into the North Sea. Grace was dictments to 553 and U is predicted
later in the afternoon but far that 1,500 more men of Adams
and the clear, logical and fair methcounty
to the northeast of Dover, over Good- - will be named in the
indictments
od in which Mr. Mabry handled the
seven
shoals
Sands,
fore
dangerous
the
MORGAN TURKEY
grand Jury is dissolved.
the
subject, has
greatly changed
east of Deal. At this point, enty-five
have thus far pleaded
general attitude on this question so
misa
made
'apparently
grave
ty and have been fined $25 and costs
far as Portales is concerned. "I come
to speak to you, not as a Democrat, take in reckoning, for with the land each, disfranchised for vo vPr.
COOP RUGGED not
as a politician, but just as a citi- but a few miles west, he veered to given susupended sentences of six
the east and when last seen was head- months in
the workhouse.
zen, having at heart the interest of
the country and the people the same ing over the North Sea. He was
New York Financier's Friends as you," said the speaker, "and now soon swallowed up by the fog. Grace HORSE RACES HERE
we must all forget our politics until is a son of the late John Grace of
JANUARY 10 AND 12.
Will Miss Their Annual
Genero Quintana and Charles Clos-sothis great question has been ration- the banking firm of W. R. Grace &
forNew
of
York, nephew
have signed a contract to run a
Christmas Gifts
ally settled by the people." He point- Company,
m
ed out the ridiculous criticisms that mer Mayor Grace of New York. Since horsfi raeA nn tamio
were urged against the measure, and .he death of his father he has made other Jauuary 12 the race 'to be 550
his home with his mother in London.
yards and on the track below the U.
WORTH TWO DOLLARS A POUWD urged every citizen to follow his own
S. Indian Industrial School.
convictions in deciding
this great
It is
CHRISTMAS PARDONS TO
to be a lap and lap race, that is, the
question, and forget party and poliBE GIVEN 100 CONVICTS. horses are to be
Fourteen of the Birds Weighing tics. "It is. as good and satisfactory
lapped well upon
one another when they cross the startas we can hope for," said Mr. MaThree Hundred Pounds
23.
Dec.
anwas
Austin,
It
Texas,
bry, "and it undoubtedly reflects the
ing line and the first horse's nose
Are Gone.
sentiment of the great majority of the nounced today that 100 Christmas par- over the 550 yard mark, wins the
'
dons will be issued to convicts in state
people who will like ourselves, have
money.
prisons. Forty pardons so far have
The race is matched for the sum of
Newburgh, N. Y., Dec. 23. Some to live under it. Let us vote for early been given and the board of
pardons 200 each sid makl
statehood and the constitution.
Let
a total of
dastardly, predatory barnyard
?400 for the winner.
has cheated J. Pierpont Mor- us vote for development, capital, peo- "o tviwiumcuucu ivu auuniuiial.
and we can amend and change
Each man will be entitled to one
gan out of one of his Christmas plea- ple,
this
on the outcome and these two
to
instrument
us
our
suit
and
judge
in
sures, and
consequence of said
DANCE MONDAY NIGHT
conditions later. I am voting for statecan decide on another judge as the
thorough work the financier's hood
to
the
dates
at
the
Owing
third man.
jnyself, regardless of party and
most Intimate friends will be shy of
Elks theater next week, the
nolitics."
A number of prominent
Charles Closson agrees to run Lady
this
been
has
It
Mr.
year.
turkey,
Woman's Board of Trade will
Democrats told the speaker at the conValentine
and Mr. Quintana will run
Morgan's annual system to present clusion of his
hold its December dance on
a horse called Blanco. The race will
remarks that they had
each of his most intimate friends seen
next
Monday evening. The afthe matter in an entirely differbe matched at 2 p. m. and there is
with a choice turkey. But despite ent
fair will be an especially Joya forfeit up of $100 in case the race
and some of these pledged
the close watch, someone got into the theirlight
ous one, falling on the evening X Is called off by either
support to statehood.
party.
poulty yard at Mr. Morgan's estate,
of the day that Christmas is x,
"Cragston" at Highland Falls last
Train Way Late. The mail from
celebrated .on account of the
Warrant for Dr. Robert Smart.
night, lifted fourteen turkeys, aggre- Santa Fe train No. 9 did not reach
twenty-fift- h
a warrant was issued at Albuquer- falling on Sunday.
gating a weight of about three' hun- the postoffice until four o'clock this
The dance, as usual will be
for the arrest of Dr. Robert Smart for
dred pounds of turkeys of imported morning, and as it consisted of thirty-sigiven in. the assembly room of
failing to report a death from tuberstock, valued atf about two dollars a
the public library.
culosis to the Albuquerque board of
sacks, it took until late in the
pound.
foreno6n to distribute it
helath.
In-fe- ll

be-w- in

Sev-mil-

e

guil-Grac-

n

:

x

of them would vouchsafe the information
WHEN AND UNDER
King Alfonso Reported to Be WHAT CIRCUMSTANCES THESE
OKLAISMS BECAME TENETS
OF
Standing Firmly by His
DEMORACY. I have been a consistPremier.
ent Democrat for fifty years and have
witnessed the saddling of issues upon
Madrid, Dec. 23. After a stormy Democracy that would make the
all night session the chamber of dep- - bones of Jefferson rattle in their
s
today passed the government's cophagus, but thus far. this cup has
"padlock bill" by a vote of ISO to 20. not been forced to its lips. If there
This is a notable victory for Premier lis one constant tenet, of Democracy
Canalejas, obtained after a bitterns taught by Jefferson, his compeers
fight involving not only opposition and successors, it has been REPRE-i- u
Spain but that of the Vatican. The SEXTATIYB DEMOCRACY. Mr. Jef-bil-l
prohibits for two years the ccali-- ! ferson too well knew that every pure
tion of relfeious establishments in Democracy in the world had been
this country, pending a revision of the! usurped by a demagogic dictator,
concordat with the Vatican. The sen- Rut politics aside and back to the
ate passed the measure on November constitution." That these fads of pop-4- .
will prove a panacea for ills
Canalejas insisted upon a
gram of religious liberty and maintain-- ! remains to be seen, and if the experi-ethat the matter covered by the'ment is successful where it Is being
"Padlock bill'' was not properly
I find nothing in the organic
as submitted, to prevent our
ject to a diplomatic
exchange
tween Madrid and Rome. In this at-- ; adopting them by legislative enact-titudhe apparently had the support ment or by amendments to the con-o- f
King Alfonso. Much bitterness was stittition.
Mr. Fergusson charges that the
engendered, and Canalejas, himself an
avowed Catholic, bore the brunt of tbe railroads and other "interests" domi- clerical opposition.
nated the convention and dictated the
constitution.
Less than five per cent
of the electorate of New Mexico is
sar-utie-

No

T. J. MABRY MAKES GOOD

j

dele-Jtiare- z,

Com-

o

TALK

r

i

houses were destroyed and the Schubert theater was slightly damaged.
The loss is $250,000. The firms burned were: The Union Furniture Company, F. F. Hansell and Company,

stationers, and Schwartz-Eusti- s
pany, furnishings.

sion Provision.

pro-j"lis-

d

sub-jf'ie- d
be-la-

fJO

lUTS
FOR

LYNCHING

Grand Jury Reports That Evidence Presented Implicated No One
FEDERAL SECRET SERViGE MEH

State Department Interested in
Antonio Rodriguez Investigation at Rock Springs.

quasi-publi-

San Antonio, Dec. 23. A special
from Rock Springs says that the
grand jury charged with the investigation of the burning at the stake of
Antonio
who murdered
Rodriguez
Mrs. Jim Henderson, which crime was
immediately followed by
riots in Mexico, has reported to
the court that it has no indictments
to present. No testimony was presented, according to the grand Jury
report, tending to establish the identity of the men forming the mob. It
n

is understood that the federal secret
service men who aided in the investigation have forwarded a special report
to the state department at Washing--

1

tori.

interested directiy or indirectly in
railroads, or other predatory plutss of
which he complains and If the people were so supinely indifferent to
their Interests in a matter of such
vital importance as formulating a
constitution, it would seem that about
ai. the use that we will ever have
for the initiative, referendum and recall will be furnishing opportunities
for disappointed agitators to harass
and vilify their successful opponents.
This agitation, for these features in
our political system suggests a very
serious question and one which Mr.
Fergusson was careful to avoid. With
the experience of mankind demonstrating that all great achievements
are emanations from single Intellects
and that all public and
business can be more satisfactorily attended to by representatives or ser
vants of the public than by the people
en masse, we are here In New Mexico,
upon the threshhold of statehood an
local
confronted with
a demand that will tie the hands of
our lawmakers, our judges and our
administrative officers. This Is either
the carpings of disgruntled agitators,
nursing disappointed ambitions, or it
is the result of conditions that go to
the very vitals of our body politic.
Mr. Fergusson and others charge
that the members of the constitutional convention sold themselves to the
corporate interests and that future
legislatures will do the same thing.
He and others charge that corporate
interests corrupt our electorate and
c

(Continue" on Page Seven.)
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HE

SKIN AND SCALP TROUBLES
YIELD TO ZEMO.

THE LITTLE STORE

A CLEAR

LIQUID PREPARATION
FOR EXTERNAL USE.
Tho Capital Pharmacy drug store is
so confident that ZEMO will rid the
skin or scalp of infant or grown person of pimples, blackheads,
dandruff,
eczema, prickly heat, rashes, hives,
ivy poison or any other form of skin
or scalp eruption, that they will give
your money back if you are not entire
ly satisfied with the results obtained
from the use of ZEMO.
The first applicaticn will give
prompt relief and show an improvement and in every instance where
used persistently, will destroy the
germ life, leaving the skin in a clean,
healthy condition.
Let us show you proof of some remarkable cures made by Zemo and
give you a 32 page booklet now to preserve the skin. The Capital Pharmacy Drug Store.

WE HAVE THE GOODS

CHRISTMAS WEEK
Cabb8&e
Cauliflower,
Celery, Carrots,
Wax BeanSj Green Sjrjrg Beans Green Peas

VPtfPtflhlpQ

lt5&lculGD

Apples, Bananas, Oranges, Grape Fruit, White
Grapes, Red Grapes, Black Grapes, Persimmons.

Ffjlifc

NUTS AND CANDIES
TURKEY, CHICKEN AND OYSTERS

Winter

rocery to.

southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe.

ff V

Telephone No. 40.

i

WE GIVE CASH KEGlbTFE TICKF1S
ALL
CAbB' FCECHAtie

WHY CARRY THE BURDENS?
(Mrs. O. A. Foster.)
Why carry the burdens? Let's cast
them aside
And defy Care, the jade, to load us
again.
Let others bear them, the while
we will ride
In the gay cart of pleasure fell with
the pain.
Yet, now, when we loosen the thongs
of this pack
We find Love has tied them in
many a place
With the strands of her hair, and he
strings of her heart
s
In westoons and
of rosebuds and lace.
Who cavilled at burdens said Love
was a jade?
Who bade us unfasten Love's tender-tied
thongs?
In the gay cart of pleasure we're riding, old boy,
Riding homeward let's hasten
t'eil with our wrongs.

CHRISTMAS AT
THE SHOE STORE
What is more acceptable and appropriate for a Christmas gift than
a nice pair of shoes, a pair of slippers
or some of those comfy house slippers.

Very Appropriate for
Christmas Gifts.

JOHN PFLUEGER

248 San Francisco St.

k RMG

Funeral Directors &
Liosnsed Embalmers
PHONE

130

FRAmlfcG
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DOLLS

X

The Sweetest Story Ever Told, Lig
gett s Chocolates. At Fischer's DruKw

Co.'s Rexall Store.
Read Hayward'3 Ad. in this Issue.
It will make you feel warmer of heart.
He is paying out good money just to
express his good wishes for you.
From 14 to 32 deqrees. That was
the range of temperature yesterday

and the average

relative

humidity

was 75 per cent. The average depth
of snow on the ground was 0.4 of an
inch at 6 p. m. yesterday. The temperature at G o'clock this morning
was 15 degrees and those who start- cu uuwii iuwu iuunu an overcoat very
...

,

a

a clear and colder day with a mean
temperature of 23 degrees, seven de
grees below the average.
The New York American speaking
of the eminent tragedian, Frederick
Warde, who is to appear here short
ly in a big scenic revival of "Julius
Caesar," says: "He represents the
best in his art",a sentiment that is
endorsed all over this country. He
Will Limit Saloons to Ten. The has always stood for everything that
noble and elevating in his
city council of Tucumcari will by
limit the number of saloons (fession an,J because he felt the trend
within the city limits to ten.
Missing Boys Located. Jules and
THE SOCIETY EVENT
Frank Bostick, who had run away
OF THE
j

ELK'S THEATRE

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

POTATOES and
SALT.

j

j

GRAINJHOUSE IN SANTA FE'

LEO HERSCH

S2SI45

01R CHRISTMAS OFFERINGS
STERLING S!LVER MANICURE SETS
Manicure Scisscrs and Pieces, Match Boxes,
Picture Frames. Korean Brass in
Ladies' and Gents' Traveling Sets.
Candle Sticks, Puff Boxes, etc.

GOLD AND SILVER JEWEL BOXES
Nail Files. Tooth Brushes,

Yours for Good Goods and Low Prices
S45 San

j
I

i

FIRST

Francisco Street,

C. YOMTZ

SATISFACTION

njM mnmi

ForHii
popniar prices

N- -

M

ASSURED

CUSS CORRICK'S HACK LINE

uiP! rrmiinr

SanU Fe

r(

j

(INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.

45

;
'

THE GOODS ARE RIGHT.
THE PRICES ARE RIGHT.

!

j

.

Continued

on Page Eight.

PILES CURED

IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
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14

days or mouey
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Phone 39
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We have received the first shipment
of Ball Bearing Buggies with which
we expect to stock our barn eventually. These are very high class rigs,
emiipped with lights fulfilling the city
,
ordinance.
Give them a trial if you wisn to
find a marvellously
light running
vehicle!

4 BiSIFG
Francisco St 'Phone 139 Re

m'kVS$WTHIN!S

WILLWMS
310 San

Ill

i
On Pressing Occasions

Why, the HARDWARE STORE is just the place to buy sensible,
useful Christmas gifts.
Silverware, Carving Sets, Table Cutlery, Pocket Knives, Ranges
and a thousand and one other things will make presents
your family or your friends will like.
Don't throw your money away buying some trashy present, but
come to us and buy a sensible gift.

If it's Hardware

"har jware

We have it.

CO."

"?

SiSU

and Saddle Horses

Willard caught what he at first
thought was a bank robber but which
upon investigation proved to be a
very drunk man who had mistaken the
bank for a saloon and was trying to
break in the door and had so far succeeded that the lock had to be forced
before the bank could be opened. After having several hours "all to him
self in which to sober up he was
glad to take advantage nf th five
minutes In which to get out of town.

WE HANDLE LUMBER

in large quantities and have every
modern facility for furnishing the
very best rough or dressed

A!D RETAIL

Screened
both time and temper and probably
ruin the garments. Better bring them
to us and we will give you a profeS'
sional job that will thoroughly satisfy
ana
you In promptness, excellence
reasonable price.

Telephone

85

Telephone 85

SPRINGER, NEWMEXICOj
and highly improved, $60.00 to
ideal homes ready for you.

Avenues.

Pharmacy
:

per acre. These are

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre

KERR'S
PLAZA BARBERSHOP

RW'
.qwaTt

We Rre Prepared to locate settlers on gov- ernment land. We have Irrigation enter- Prises, neiiitan capital. Moneyed men are

lnvltea to correspond with us.

SiviAijij
IF YOU NEED ANYTHING

:

:

RANCHES
LA RGB
AND
SMALL

;

IN NEW MEXICO, LET US HEAR FROM YOU,

For id years the only
first class tonsorial parlor
in Santa Fe.
OUR NEW PITCH
TREATMENT
is guaranteed to cure, (not only
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
other scalp irritations. We also
carry a complete line of all the
popular hair and facial tonics.
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE

BATHS

BATHS

&

LIVEftY STABLE
Fine
Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Duggfes, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

FITCH

BATHS

tr

FOR CHRISTMAS

P

-

$175.00

'Phone 9

When in Need of Anything in tho

Livery Line. Drivers Furnishsd
RATES RIGHT.

i

CHAS. CLOSSOR!

Caspar Avtmw

!33BKS3S

FOR CHRISTMAS

JOHNSTONS

CO

Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
under ditch, $40 00 to 75 00 per acre, under cultivation

r

McDonalds

Steam Goal.

THE C. E. HARTLEY
REAL ESTATE

of every description. We are thus Phone us,
wewillbegladtocallforyour
enabled to make the very best prices aundry en Mondaye and Tuesdays
on Thursdays and E'ridays
deliver
and
01 sucn mgn graae.
Ior uumos
is guaranteed; your
work
All
wl11 be Pleased to figure on your
Willard Record.
jWe
socks are mended and buttons
Plenty of Water at Willard The jcontracts-watesewed on you shirts, without
'
station at Willard is now fur- - "ti
1
extra charge.
i
"inishing the system with 60 cars
. lJUCirOW
FHONB RED 122. FHONB RED US.

ofiVJneS W r.

Lump

CERR1LLOS

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

fe0a5?TAEZTA8ivSrpUo?

Julius Muralter, Tailor.
Cor. Palace and Washington

RATON
YANKEE

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal.
Sawed "Wood and Kindling.

when you need your clothing, or any
part of it, cleaned and pressed don't
be foolish enough to try and accom
plish It yourself because you will lose

Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY

Lumber

WHOLESALE

i

r

FOR CHRISTMAS

DRY GOODS HOUSE

P.O. Box 219

of

i

Sole Agents For

PHONE
BLACK

Come Now and Make Your Selections

SEASON

from Kelly, Socorro county, have j
been located at Enele Sierra countv.
and wer taken home bv their father.
Pleaded Guilty to Sheep Stealing.
Manuel Atoche de Romero pleaded
guilty at Estancia on Wednesday to!
sheep stealing and was sentenced
Tuesday Dec 25th
from twelve to fifteen months and to
THE EMINENT TRAGEDIAN
the payment of a fine of $500.
Railway Mail Clerk to Blame.
MR FREDERICK
Says the New Mexican Homeland of
Mcintosh, Torrance county:
"Much
complaint is heard that the Daily
New Mexican is carried by and comes
back in the evening north bound
mail. The New Mexican is up to date
and when on time from the north it
Supported by Superior
gives us the latest dispatch eight
Company in a Magnif-icieahead
hours
of all other dailies that
we get here in the valley."
Shot at His Employer,
Shakespeare's
"Francisco Ramos, a sheep herder.
Most Popular Tragedy
has been arrested and lodged in jail
at Roswell for taking a shot with a
Winchester at his employer, Hugh
Davis, at the Davis sheep camp, forty
miles north of Roswell. Davis says
(MR. WARDHN BONTUS)
that he paid another man $15 for this
"The Most Notable Production of
herder and that when he kept the
this play that has been made la late
years."
amount out of this man's wages he
objected and finally pulled his WiNEW ORLEANS PICAYUNE
nchester.
The herder pulled the trigthree
times, but the first time Seat Sale Begins
ger
Sunday, Deo. 25th.
the cap snapped. The third time the PRICES
$1.00, $1.50, $2.00
gun went off but Davis was sprinting
at a lively gait and was missed. Fran-- !
Cisco will be given a hearing later." '
Struggle, for Statehood
Young Man Gone Wrong.
A HISTORY OF 60 YEARS
"J. Settle, aged 21 years, was arrested by Chief of Police Roy Woof-- i
OF EFFORT.
ter and night policeman John Holfer
By Hon. L. B, PRINCE
A
at his apartments at Roswell.
The Book of the Time
charge of adultery was preferred
If yfeu would discuss the subject
before
him
and
he
appeared
against
Intelligently.
A. J.
United States Commissioner
Mailed on
Nisbet Saturday afternoon, being
receipt ol P1.UU
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING Oo,
prosecuted under the "Edmunds Act."
Santa Fe, N. M.
The young man waived examination
and was bound over to the grand jury.
He came here a month ago from Fort
We Have Built Up
Smith, Ark., where he had been a telegraph operator. He was accompanied
here by a Miss Francis Street, a beautiful stenographer of Fort Smith, Ark.
Slnna nmir rr tliov TinVD hoAll Hvini
as man and wife. After placing Set--,
tie in jail, the officers removed the
young lady to the hospital. Settle admits his guilt, and admits having a
wife and child in Van Euren, Ark. Ha
is a son of J. S. Settle of this city."
Roswell Register Tribune.
Thought It Was a Bank Robber-Ni- ght
Watchman T. A. Chastain at

1h

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

ful of new and original gift,??
ideas and suggestions.

JULIUS CEASAIM

GENERAL STORE
Statehood Prices Prevail.

Retail

In buying your Holiday Goods
of us you are assured of attractive and interesting stocks brim-

I

Denver, Colo., Dec. 23. The
forecast is fair weather to- night and Saturday, with not
much change in temperature.

Production

FRANK F. GORM LEY'S

&

HOLIDAY COO DS

a

nt

FOR XMAS. AT

Wholesale

Drug
Train No. 3 in Two Sections The
Santa Fe officials have received word
than train No. 3 called the "Califor-jniLimited" will be run in two sec-- i
tions on and after January 1. The
equipment of the two trains will be
identical, so that those people riding
on one will find the accommodations
and full of comjust as
fort as those now in use on the regu-la- r
train. Increasing demand for
tickets on the California Limited from
Chicago to the coast is the cause for
me running or the two sections. As
'nn i..ol.t,I1c WL tuc
ucavjr iravei fun--- :
man accommodations
for California
the other day were unobtainable here
it is said.
We Show the Following Subjects
at tho Elks' tonight: Mexican Legend:
False Love and True, and Settled Out
01 Court.
Show at 8 o'clock.

Toys Toys Toys

!
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ev-o-

j

125

KED
TASTEFULLY

Incorporated 19Q3

SEU6MA1N BROS CO.

j

here-(matt-

j

PICTURE

Established 1856.

lec-ai-

j

j

i

DAY ANIGHT

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 23, 1910.

j

love-knot-

Fine line of ladies and gents felt
and leather house slippers.

Shoe Specialist

Tuc nsnv omiun im a
MIL UrtlLI UUU11U Ul.

FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. to.

..
ua, ttim me uemanu on 01 public taste was in oiher diree- thi sstation is such that the Santa Fejtions, he left
the stage for a short
railway is arranging to install a large time and devoted himself to the
r
so
that all 14 of the ture field, encouraging by every
compressor
wells can be pumped at the same; means
possible, the interest in and
time. The present equipment pumps 'study of
Shakespeare. His return to
from four wells at once and the the
stage this season has been a
pumpers have had instructions
of congratulation and pleasure
tofore to change wells each morning to all lovers
of art, as he is the last
which would make a well pumped
f
a great school of players
The
ery fourth day, but recently the fore-- critics speak in the most enthusiastic"
w.au who nad tne
supervision of manner of his revival of "Julius
changing th ewells decided on his Caesar" and pronounce it a wonderown account to make a test of one ful
performance and production.
of the wells and gave it a
straight
Reasonable
Prices
thirty days pumping and found that Rexall Store on all prevail at the
holiday goods.
the supply had almost doubled and
Drop in and convince yourself. Fisch- pumped with less power.
er
Co.

X
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utiles

Phone 213
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FRIDAY, DECEMBER 23, 1910.
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THIS IS CERTAIN

The Proof That Santa Fe
Cannot Deny.

SENTENCED

Reader

What could furnish stronger evidence of the efficiency of any remedy
than the test of time? Thousands of
people testify that Doan's Kidney

Pills cure permanently.
Home endorsement should prove undoubtedly the merit of this remedy.
"efir ago your friends and neighbors
testified to the relief they had derived
from the use of Doan's Kidnev Pills.
They now confirm their testimonials.!
iney say time has completed the test.

Mrs. Agripina D. de Gonzales, 102
Garcia St., Santa Fe, N. M., rays: "In
September, 1906. I procured Doan's
Kidney Pills and used them for backache which had been a source of much
annoyance. In the morning when I
arose my back was so lame and painful that I could hardly stoop. I knew
that my trouble was due to disordered
kidneys and I was finally led to trv
Doan's Kidney Pills, by the good re-- j
puns i nearc about them. The contents of one box drove away all my
pains and I am happy to state that my
cure has been permanent."
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United

j
!

AT AL6UQUERQU

saxta fe sew utexican, santa ye, n. m

some time ago to drawing and utter
ing worthless checks, was sentenced
to serve six months and one day In
penitentiary and to pay a fine of $100
and costs. Somstrom took a little
AT
flier in Albuquerque real estate several weeks aeo when he purchase!
t'.ii acres of 'a', ey land for a worthless $1000 check, having first pre
They Tell of
Early Days
pared for a favorable impression on
of Franciscan Missions
the real estate dealer from whom he
purchesd the land, by buying fitly
in Texas
dollarsworth of glad rags from
Washburn's store, tendering in payment llierefor a piece of paper which HOSTEB ROLLS GF
SECESSION
proved upon investigation to be quite
worthless.

TEN YEARS

MGE THREf

mitted to the people, was ratified by
an overwhelming majority.
Texas by the decision of the convention joined the Confederate states
of America, and all officers were
to take the oath of allegiance
to the new
This was
government.
willingly done by all but General
Houston, Secretary of State Cade and
Adjutant General .Martin. Their offices were declared vacant. In
spite
of the protests of Governor Houston
who refused to retire on the ground

PRICELESS RECORDS
SANAHTDHIO

Among Those Convicted
Were Two .Boys of Less
Than Fifteen Years!
GIVEN

:rrr.

the

You Must Read

that neither the legislature nor convention had the right thus to deprive
him of office granted by the citizens.
Lieutenant-Governo-

Clark was sworn

r

Foster-Milbur-

THE REXALL

in

Ae

if You

Want the usiLg this wonderful medicine I am
no longer bothered in any way by my
J. W. Greer, Greenwood, La., suf- - old enemy
lumbago." Sold at Capital
fercd with a severe case of lumbar. Pbar:uacy.
"The pains were so intense I was forced to hydorneric injections for relief.
What couid make a more aceept- auacKS started with a pain in Y.)t fir finnrorn-intf- .
f'hrictman Mff. tlftf.
the small of my back which
gradually ful to every man and woman, than a
became fairly paralyzing.
My attenhundred engraved calling cards? The
tlon was attracted to KoleV- Kidney New Mexican can suit the most faa-Iiemedy and I am glad to say after tidious in this line.

as governor. June S, Governor
sentence of from one to three Documents
in Spanish That
(lurk issued a proclamation declaring
years was dealt out to Cornclio Nav- Ought to Be Translated
that war actually existed, officers beareto, convicted on a charge of as- and Published.
gan to enroll volunteers and by Nosault with a deadly weapon. Navar-etvember there were more than l.",flu0
was indicted for first degree mur
Texans in the Confederate service.
Albuquerque, N. M., Dec. 23. A
-- The
.San Antonio, Texas, Dec.
it being alleged he was responsider,
.
TV
r.. .. '
.t mw
'
dOZPn Tirisnnpra
. enmo
I
' ' " 1.1... 11. . U ofm ble for the death of Pablo Perea, who diwoveTy byinewly elected "count "v
u,""ms
on
this
of
Texas
,m,lri
light
stage
a jury trial, and others who pleaded died on November 14, from wounds
at Bay City, Texas, of ancient j tory.
citv with Sjm Antonio,
guilty without a trial, were lined up inflicted by Navareto at a dance at and historically important documents was oneBay
of the old centers of popula- before the bar of Justice Ira A. Ab- Los Palomos two days before. Vigil
an important part in the
bott's court room in the district court and Cornell, counsel for Navareto has brought attention to the fact that!'1011 Playing
ot
settlement of Texas.
,he
in
the
ofl.rama
county and city archives
yesterday afternoon and one by one gavs notice of a motion for a new i San Antnni.T
or--'Notwould the historian find
nrl in tl
nncei.n f mtieh
heard sentence pronounced.
All in trial.
new material, but the writer of
the Catholic church here are yellowed
all, the sentences were rather light,
Two Youthful Offenders.
romance, out of these yellowed pawritten
the
papers
Franciscan
by
the court taking into consideration
could weave manv a storv of
Abenicio Cordova, a
boy monkB, records of the sixteenth and pers,
certain points in the favor of each indicted
and convicted for abduction, seventeenth centuries, that to the heroism, hardship and love. The
prisoner. Margarite Candelaria, who it being
Friars, when they built
alleged he was responsible historian' would be a priceless boon. Franciscan
States.
killed Feliciano Altavarre with
a for the ruin
the missions extending from the Rio
At
new
of
the
Bay
Rosa
clerk
City,
county
Remember the name Doan's-tak- --and track wrench at Abajo on October 29
Grande to the Sabine, kept complete,
Chaves, was sentenced to serve two in assuming his office and straighten
no other.
last, drew the stiffest sentence, being months in
old
new
book racks records of their work in civilizing and
papers so
jail and to pay a fine of ing up
from ten to fifteen years in the penicould be installed, the other day came christianizing the various tribes of
dollars
costs.
and
fifty
TO AND FROM ROSWELi..
tentiary. Candelaria pleaded guilty
across the certified returns of the Indians, and many of these records,
Bartolo Baca, convicted
on
a election in Texas
to second degree murder several days
for and against se- with other papers relating to Spain's
Connection made with Automobile ago, after the territory had
charge of rape on a child under 15, cession from
in settling the province of
presented was
the
Union, a muster roll activity
unable to appear in court yesterline at Vaughn for Roswell, dally. a strong case against him and the inof companies that joined the Confed- Texas, tre now in possession of the,
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros- dications were that he would be con- day, it being stated to the court he erate
Catholic church. Were they translat-- j
army, an inventory of the Mata- ed
was ill. Sentence was deferred until
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ros- victed for murder In the first
from the Latin, they would prove
degree.
of
F.
gorda
county
property
Stephen
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobiie leaves When
such a time as he is able to appear.
an invaluable addition to the history
court
in
the
colonizer
of
Austin,
arraigned
yesterday,
great
Texas,
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m. Candelaria
Among the other prisoners who re- and also a case of papers a hundred of tne United States. Many of them
confidently expected from
and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
ceived
minor sentences were Charles and fifty years earlier than these and are works of art, printed In vari-- ,
forty years in the penitentiary to a
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance life
Jones, larceny, one year in the peni- concerning affairs of the earliest days colored inks, still brilliant, on parch- sentence.
was
He
considerably
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Gavino Garcia and Enrique of Texas. It is evident they contain nient brought from Spain, the sheets
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto- taken back when the court gave him tentiary;
an indeterminate sentence of from Savedra, charged with larceny in a matter of intense historical interest, being well bound, several of the vol-- i
mobile
j
by wire. J. w. Stockard.
ten to fifteen years, which, by good shop and warehouse, from one to two but no county clerk, within the mem- times having metal clasps.
conduct and the exercise of the parole years each; Duke Chester, larceny, ory of the oldest official, has ever had In the vaults of the office of theCalling cards are always useful, al law, can be reduced to five years and one to two years; Jesus Sedillo, lar- the hardihood to disturb or investi- - city clerk of San Antonio are num- ways desirable, and the New Mexican ten months,
f rous records, reports of Spanish offl-eceny from a shop, one to two years; gate these old musty and storm-beat- can supply any kind for Christmas
papers. It is possible that the rpTS in command of the garrison of
J. C. Somstrom, said to hale from Manuel Aguilera, assault with a deadelection returns on the vote for seces-- Siin Fernando, by which name San
gifts.
Seattle, Wash., who pleaded guilty ly weapon, from seven months to two sion
will be turned over to the State Antn'o was known in the
years; Adolphus Garcia, failure to
teenth and eighteenth centuries, and
Society.
dolpost a minor notice, twenty-fivThe data brings back the days when rPPrts of meetings of the city coun-Salars and costs.
WE ARE STILL OFFFRING
Houston, as governor of Texas, c11 after San Antonio became an
Mistrial in Jasper Case.
opposed secession and was deposed. Alneri-'amunicipality when the flag
The case of the Territory versus From the beginning of Houston's ad- - of tne republic of Texas waved over
THE USEFUL KIND OF HOLIDAY GIFTS
W. V. Jasper, indicted for assault ministration the whole United States thR ruins ot tn Alamo, where Bowie,
A SPLENDID Line of Ladies's and
with a deadly weapon, ended in a mis was excited over the presidential elec- - Travis and Crockett met death in
Gloves
Gents,
Most of the southerners felt (nelr defense of the city against San- trial yesterday morning, when Judge lionMisses and Children's Wool Gloves and Mittens
Ira A. Abbott in the district court that tne election of Lincoln would be ta Ana- In tDe county clerk's office,
LADIES' Hand Bags, the present above all others
h? civil
Governor are PaPers bearing the original signa-- l
discharged the jury which reported fol,owe1
which the Ladies appreciate.
:
:
;
;
that it had been unable to agree on Hollston did all he could to prevent lure cf Spanish governors and Ameri-a verdict after being out for fourteen Texas frora leaving the Union, but can officers, inie Bowie and Crockett, j
HUNDREDS of things in our store to give comfort
whon Theodore Roosevelt was here;
hours. Jasper was charged with mak - itho nlaJrity of tne people favored se- and pleasure TO EVERY ONE
;
"u uau iiu sympatny Wltn """"&
fnc an noonnlt in Tn,ion Gm,i, nr,i,
s" muris, uu utf
the governor's views. He was im nor- til'ne interested in the tinexploited
G
The Right Kind of Goods at the Right Pric es.
this year.
denied
the tuned to call a
Jasper
convention, but as he ,Id of Texas history and promised
charge. Both men are negroes and
m
vuum return ana
uul
wuuug,
several leaders of
prior to the trouble conducted a bar- the secession movement
issued the give tne world its first complete
ber shop on South Second street, bewhereupon Houston called
an toly of the Lone star State,
ing partners in the business.
extra session of the legislature to
Smith was indicted also, the charge meet
January 21, 1861, to consider'
Willar- d- The!
being the same as that against Jas- what. Rhnitlrl ho mv...
rlnno uauiciucui
rvf.iiim.nt was
.
,
1
B
DUSe DreaK,n
which I're-pl- e
per. Jasper testified during his own at such pitch however, that the peo- trial that he did not see a deadly
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and brought us the largest line in
the City of Toys and Fancy Goods
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Everything at bottom prices. Everybody
is invitsd to call and examine them.
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SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

CO

We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.
SANTA FE GARAGE

the estate, through her

At-

torney Felix II. Lester. Mrs. Crary
died in Albuquerque on September 17,
1909. In her will she remembered a
number of her relatives and persoral
friends, most of the latter residing in
Albuquerque, with various bequest3.
One of the provisions of the will was
that the Casa de Ora, a handsome
residence property on West Gold av-- ,
enue, together with three lots adjoin- ing, be left to the Presbyterian church
to be used as a home for aged ladies,
The will specified that in the event
the Presbyterians failed to take the
property, it would revert to the Methodists.
In the suit filed yesterday Mrs. J
Beswick says that there are claims
against the Crary estate to the
amount of $9,337:15 and that there 3
no available cash with which to liquidate the claims. Mrs. Beswick alleges that sue is advised by counsel
and believes, and therefore charges
the fact to be, that the devise in the
Crary will to the Presbyterian church
and the Methodist church is indefinite, uncertain and void; that the personal property of the testatrix is
wholly insufficient to pay the debts,
claims ana legacies against the es
tate and that there cannot be raised
upon the real estate left to the
churches, funds sufficient to pay the
same, either by leasing or mortgaging
the property. It is maintained by Mrs,
Beswick that it is necessary that the
real esttate including the Casa de
Ora, be sold in order to pay the debis
and legacies. It is aaked that the
court decree be anulled and void the
devise in the will to the Presbyterian
and Methodist churches and that the
property be ordered sold in order to
satisfy the debts of the decedent.
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We, the undersigned, have known
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all business transactions, and financially able to carry out any obligations made by his firm.
WALDING. KINNAN, & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh C.nra
lalren Intern.
ally, acting directly upon the blood
ana mucous Burtaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price, 75c,
per bottle. Sold by all druggists.
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Baltimore, Mil. .Mrs. W. H. Ison, at
PERSONAL MENTION.
'
1419 East Madison street, writes, "For
several yers, I suffered off and on,
,
3
uA
lrou,'I 's, until finally 1
O. A. Arpia is here from Trinidad f:om 4fmal
was taken down a,ld could do nothand is registered a. the Claire
Perienced, I shall
T,he pain
Attorney A. B. Renenan was a pass-1Ilg- f0rget 1 St Weitht tl" 1 was
enger for Estancia on Wednesday.
1
bcliove 1
Mrs. Prudeneia
Jaramillo of Tierra'only,,skin flnd b0I"
'
Amarilla. Is at the Coronado hotel, wou,d have bepn in ,nv rave- if I had
I
Praise it as
Mrs. Fanny Britton arrived from ,not tried CardulnK as 1 hve"
women.
ke
Many
Cleveland
to
her
visit
yesterday
!Mrs- Ison' are weak and discouraged
niece. Mrs. Arthur Seligman
R. .1. Hanah of Memphis, Tenn., Is on account of 80m', Painful ailment
': x
j
a visitor in the city.
He is at the Are yo" one of thrFe sufferers? Car- '
:
' uul wl" nelP yu- !t toAny
Montezuma hotel.
'J
1 t
E. E. Van Horn, inspector for the druggist.
Cattle Sanitary Board, was at Estan-- ;
vt
I :
cia on Wednesday.
long as men get into troubles and are
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Daly of Espa- - brought before the liar of Justice,
nola, are here to spend the holidays.
The reform school is also said
to
They registered at the Montezuma have a very large enrollment, probably
hotel.
, ,ft
frnm
Harry Palmer, of New Martinsville,
Sheriff Jesus Romero and his three
W. Va., is visiting his brother Dr. Pal-- !
deputies of Albuquerque, Bernalillo
mer at Cerrillos.
county, brought in the following prisJudge and Mrs. M. C. Mechem have oners this afternoon, who were
friends here that they willj fenced by Judge Abbott yesterday:
arrive in Santa Fe on January 3, for! Charles Jones, 1 year; Gavino Gar-a vlsIt!cia. 1 to 2 years; Duke Chester, 1 to
Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Newell of Crip- - 2
years; Manuel Apuilcra, 7 months!
CHAFING DISHES
pie Creek, Colo., are visiting friends to 1
PITCHERS
SILVERWARE
here. They are registered at the years: James Sedillo, 1 to 2
PERCOLATERS
years;
KITCHEN CABINETS
DUMB BELLS
Palace hotel.
GUNS
(Margarita Candelario, 10 to 15 years!
WRITING DESKS
W. S. Davis, former cashier of the
INDIAN CLUBS
BOXING GLOVES
IT Q
i
nanb- inH T.not
BRASS BEDS
FOOTBALLS
RAZOR STROPS
who now is living In Missouri, was in
PUNCHING BAGS
CENTER TABLES
TOILET
SETS
the city this morning and was greetREVOLVERS
CARVING SETS
VASES
ed by his many friends here.
j
SKATES
MONEY AND METALS.
POCKET KNIVES
ANDIRONS
Misses Juanita, Maria and Jose-fin- a
RAZORS
Prime mercantile paper, 4
MANICURE SETS
frf 5
DRESSERS
'
Barela, of San Rafael, Valencia per cent
WATCHES
TOOL SETS
ROCKERS
county, arrived in the city yesterday
FANCY CHINA
Mexican dollars, 45.
SCISSORS
CARPET SWEEPERS
to visit friends here. They are stayWATER SETS
Amal
62
TOY WAGONS
BOOKCASES
ing at the Claire hotel.
no
NYC
Former U. S. Marshal Romulo MarVn Pac
1C9
Our stock offers a great variety of Presents for every member of the
tinez, a staunch Democrat, left this
114
Sugar, bid
forenoon for Tier
Amnrtllo nin
114
family. Let us show you our goods and quote you prices. See our barriba county, where he will work
72
the approval of the constitution.
gain table, It will pay you.
199
Mrs. Rawson Warren, who han hePn Atchison
149
visiting Attorney and Mrs. Neill B. Reading
11 g
Field at Albuquerque, arrived here Steel Pfd
116
&
yesterday and will spend the holidays Steel Pfd. hid
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Grt Nor Pfd
122
Sou Pac
114
Bergere.
New York Lead
National Committeeman
Dull, UAafi
'Solomon
Luna of Los Lunas, and Hon. H. O. 4.55.
western steers
Bursum, Territorial Chairman of the
Standard copper Dull, spot and as steers $4.105.25;
$4S5.90; stockers and feeders $3.40
ar- Jan $12.1512.25.
Republican Central
Committee,
cows and heifers $2.456.15;
rived in the city yesterday and are
j5.25;
Silver 54
calves $7.159.25.
at the Palace hotel.
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Market
Hogs
Receipts 22,000.
Lieutenant Colonel Bushnell left
'
An ideal form of investment is
five to ten lower. Light $7.507.90;
Chicago
He is the comtoday for California.
f
imixed $7.557.90; heavy $7.507.90;
mandant of Fort Bayard, Grant coun- Wheat May 96
a"
a Q-- r
in
July 93
rough $7.507.65; good to choice
ty, where the government maintains
Corn
47
May
heavy
pigs
$7.657.90;
$7.107.83;
its military sanitarium for consumpbulk $7.707.85.
July 48
tives. He visited his daughter, Mrs.
34
Oats
A. S. Brookes in this
May
Market
Sheep
Receipts 12,000.
city.
Charles Ross of Socorro, formerly of
July 34
dull, 25 to 50 lower than Wednesday.
Santa Fe, is shaking hands with old Pork January, $19. SH.
Native $2.4034.15; western $2.7u
May $18.65.
4.10; yearlings $4.50o.60; lambs na-- ;
acquaintances in town today. Mr.
Lard January, $10.70.
Ross is on his way east.
v
live $4.25C25; western $4.756.75
JOE.
i
Judge A. .T. Abbott is in town from
May, $10.25.
the Rito do los Frijoles twenty miles Ribs January, $10.52
These certificates are issued for
west of Santa Fe. He expects to redeposits of $50. and
May, $9.85.
turn to his home tomorrow.
New York Call money 3
per
bear interest at the rate of FOUR
upwards.
They
Sheriff Jesus Romero and deputies cent.
Dick Lewis, James Devine and Hilario
CENT per annum, payable
WOOL MARKET.
annually or
Lopez arrived this noon with a batch
St.
23.
Dec.
Wool
Louis,
are
unchanged
of seven prisoners for the
negotiable; good as collateral security, and can be
penitentiary. 'Mr. Romero says that the conleaves Monday Tuesday
w"t,oedIum",,A1,f
renewed
at interest periods.
stitution will be given a handsome
Returns Thursday and Friday.
in
Bernalillo county.
majority
Call on us or write for further information.
Kansas City, Dec. 23. Cattle Re- - AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop
RECORD BREAKING ATTENDANCE ceipts 1,000 including 300 southerns, Mrs. F
BROWN AgentThe
Bank
Fe.
name steers
AT THE PEN HOTEL. Market steady.
Phone No. 23 Red
6(1; southern steers $4.506; southern
R. J. Palen, President.
cows $34,50; calves and cowb and
Three Hundred and Fifty-fiv- e
Board-er- s
heifers
feedand
stockers
$2.756;
J. B. Read, Cashier.
Now, 34 Arriving in Past
ers $3.755.50;
bulls $3.254.60;
Month.
La Salle Restaurant
calves $48.25; western steers $4.50
Santa Fe, New Mexico, December 2, 1910.
6; western cows $2.7o4.75.
"Landlord" Romero of the Pen Ho5
Hogs
3,000.
Market
Receipts
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
tel has a record breaking number of to 10 lower. Bulk
$7.707.S0: heavv
boarders for this the season of peace
Two
lioora below F. Andrews' Store
and
$7.757.85;
butchers
packers
and good will. There are 363 con$7.707.80; lights $7.457.75.
REGULAR MEALS 25c.
victs in the penitentiary today,
Sheep
Market
Receipts 1,000.
of this number 68 are out in
SHORT ORDERS AT ALL HOURS
lambs
steady. Muttons $3.504.50;
camps, doing work on the roads.
$5.256.15; fed wethers and yearlings
Compared with this time last year $3.505.40; fed western ewes $3.25
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5 00
the enrollment is greater by 54.
3.80.
Will Serve, Hot Tamales. Chile
This large number of convicts taxChicago, Dec. 23. Cattle Receipts
conCarne, Posole, Beans and
es the hotel accommodations at the 3,000.
Market weak to 25 lower than
ail other Spanish Dishes.
pen, but there seems no remedy as Wednesday.
Lumber and all kinds
Beeves $4.507.25; Tex- Lump, nut and
,
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Surety Bonds
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INSURANCE
FURNISHED
AND
MODERN RESIDENCES

For Rent

UN-FU-

NISHED

R

AND STORE

BUILDINGS,

-

!

WATSON & COMPANY

C- -

(C.
19 San

-

CITY LOTS AND IMPROVED PRO-Fi- ll
PERTY, FRUIT AND ALFALFA RAN-TU- I
GHES AND LARGE
TRACTS, ALSO AN A I STOCK RANCH
IN THE PECOS VALLEY.

Qolo
OdStJ
O

o-

A.

MARKET' REPORT

BISHOP.)

Franciscc St.

Phone. Red 80. 189

2

Don't Overlook Xmas at the

2

FURNITURE
Give a Sensible, Useful Christmas

And

other

A

a.
forjor

Full Line of Useful Gifts Such as

FINE RUGS,

furniture

8

Present, and not one that the Recipient will ask

' What Is iT For?"

CHIN AWARE,

STORE!

Presents that

ROCKERS,

4

DESKS,

8

and prove a joy for years

hint,

8

t

EXPERT EMBALMERS

FUNERAL

&

FE HARDWARE

SANTA

8

Furniture Co.

Akers-Wagne- r

4

7--

SUPPLY CO.

4

i

DIRECTORS.

Investments.

i

I

A.B.RENKHAN
President.

SUA

GEO. M. KIKSKLL,
Vice- - President,

K.P.DAVIS,
Sec'y-Trea-

FE ABSTRACT, REALTY

8

s

J.B. HAYWARD .
j
Manager.

4

THE

We

prepare ABSTRACTS OF TITLE. We write.
FIRE, TORNADO, PLATE GLASS, LIFE & ACCIDENT INSURANCE.
We draw LEGAL
& COLLECTIONS,
to
RENTS
attend
PAPERS,
LOAN and PLACE MONEY for clients
We can secure a desirable TENANT or PURCHASER for your property.
We respectfully solicit your business,
JOSEPH B: HAYWARD, Manager,
Room 19 Catron Block Santa Fe, N, M Tel Black 76
EVERYTHING

First National Bank
OF SANTA

;

j

.
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LAONDRY

per

semi-annual-

For Best Laundry Work

rTT7n

iristmas Dinner!

basket

a

?tt.-

TURKEYS,
FIGS,
ORANGES,
CHICKENS,
CRANBERRIES,
NUTS,
GEESE,
DATES,
RAISINS,
DUCKS,
APPLES
GRAPEFRUIT,
All Kinds of Chees6. A Large Assortment of Candies.
Cigars in Christmas Boxes, 12, 25 and 50 to the box, all

First National

EUGENIO ROMERO

S. KAUNE & Co.

of building material

N M

Leaves Barranca on the
the north hound train and
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than
way. Good covered hack

THE PERFUME
MEMORY

line

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North" South
Bounds Trains.
arrival ot
arrive at

is like a halo that's ever round us.
His pack may he heavy, but it's never
too large to carry.

GIFT

XMAS

SUNDRIES
STORE

StripHng-Burrow- a

yen

A

Mknri&ff are oppeted to ft feirstjr m Kxartfataf
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Compete Equipment

Special Scenery

Carefully Selected New York Cast
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R. V. BOYLE Mgr.
CLiREBDON

& Co.

If you wCJlt anvthlne on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

kivt

orders feftrared

BW,

SANTA FE BOTTLING WORKS.

PHARMACY
Successors to

Tkfbse M tl tzi

SOFT
C,

THE CAPITAL

3Fa.

try
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outlast the year.

teams.

If you want anything on eartn
a New Mexican Want Ad.
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OUR DELICATE PERFUME
FOR XMAS TIME.
We have a triple extracts that almost

any other
and good

dena ts
TilingGoxaafoxtetbl.
Et7 aaagrx
FARE gsr $5.00

88 R3

Phone Red 100

THOMAS V. DELGADO, Mgr.

THE GREAT WAGENIIALL
AND KEMPER SUCCESS

OF SANTA'S

are elegant but not expensive.

Malra

THURSDAY DECEMBER

29th

O. K. BARBER SHOP

From

mine run coal

Phone Red 100

T. W. ROBERT'S

wood;ys hack
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YARD ON KICKOX STREET, SEAR
NEW; MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

ROOM

247 San Francisco StSanta Fe,

V

LUMBER & COAL YARD

Whenever yon want an easy shave
As good as barbers ever cave,
me at my salon
Jnst call on eve
or busy noon
At morn or
I'll curl and dress the hair with graces
contour
I'll suit tbe
'your face,
f
My razor sharp and c sors keen,
ana
clean
is
lOwelsare
neat
shoo
My
And everything I think you'll find ;
To suit the taste and please the mind.
BATH

of Santa

li-

the Leading Brands.

FIRST CLASS

ly,

livestock

FOR YOUR

H.

hficate of Deposit
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PRICES: LOWER FLOOR

$1.50.

BALCONY

$1.00 AND 75c. SEATS ON SALE AT USUAL PLACE

Ripe

PrMrMer

FRUIT NOW

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
DESIGNS.

POL'LTRI YARDS

FRESH LAID EoGS everdaj
Vare bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandottes. CMekens
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed oii clean wholesome food
only, No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisonlne.
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Don't use a small, concentrated light
over one shoulder. It puts an unequal
strain on your eyes. Use a diffused, soft,
mellow light that cannot flicker, that equalizes the work of the eyes, such as the Rayo
Lamp gives, and avoid eye strain.
The Rayo is designed to give the
best light, and it does.
It has a strong, durable
that is held firm and true. A new burner
Made of solid
gives added strength.
brass and finished in nickel. Easy to
keep polished. The Rayo is low priced,
but no other lamp gives a better light at
any price.
Once a Rayo User, Always One,

NEW MEXICO.

OFFICES-RAT- ON

above-mention-

Does Not Strain the Eyes

n elTi'd St'Pt, 1st 1910

4

Notice for Publication.
against the allowance of said proof,
is wen rounaea ana execuiea anu ue
fills all the requirements of the try-- j
(013780.)
or who knows of any substantial reaCoal Land Jemez Forest.
ing role.
son under the laws ' and regulations
A Romance in Rhyme.
Small Holding Claim No. 4372
i
of the Interior Department why such
Bluff Capt. Williams of "Paid in Department of. the Interior,
in
Full" Is the hero of a romance
United States Land Office,
proof should not be allowed will be
1910.
N.
rhyme. In the play, Williams talks
given an opportunity at the
Nov.
Santa Fe,
9,
M.,
a great deal about Sally Moran, bee
Notice is hereby given that the iol
time and place to
cause (in the play) Sally was his lowlng-name- d
.claimant has filed nothe witnesses of said claimant,
Writh her he sailed tice of
first schooner.
his intention to make final
the high seas and sought obscure tiroof in suDnort of his c'arm under and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
harbors. With her he weathered sections 16 and 17 of the act of March that submitted by claimant
gales and traded slaves. She stood by 3. 1S91 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
MANUEL R. OTERO,
him through a hundred adventures the act of
Register.
21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
February
and protected him in half as many 470), and that said proof will be made
fights.
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct j
Now it appears there is a real Sally Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on December 26 j
to
her 1910, viz: Mauricio Sanchez, of Cuba,
Moran in Chicago; according
'
communication
she is employed in N. M.t for the claim 4372 In Sec. 7,
!the Railway
Exchange building. T. 20 N., R. 1 W., and Sec. 12, T. 20
Probably she is a stenographer. It is N., R. 2 W., N. M. P. M.
taking liberties to infer that she is
He names the following witnessesa poet. But she sent Captain Willto prove his actual continuous adverse
iams the following letter:
possession of gald tract tor twenty
"Dear Captain:
next preceding the survey of the
years
The Bible teaches it is true,
viz:
township,
To ask and we'll receive,
Vicente Sanchez. Manuel Sanchez,
And when I ask this boon of you,
Sam Wiggins, Eltas Sanches, all of
You'll grant it, I believe.
AND RETURN
My friends all say that in your show Cuba, N. M.
account of
You take my name in vain.
Any person who desires to protest
And as I have not chanced to go,
It causes untold pain.
Now, Captain, don't you think it well
To please me if you can?
And Bend me by an early mail
Two tickets over here,
And at cruel fate I will not rail,
But come and laugh and cheer.
SALLY MORAN,
1910
Dec. 27th
In
'
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Continental Oil Company
'ivAiTOy'?a'm''Wi

u OolNx with 15. P. A 8. W. Ry, train both Nnrth'and'Soutb.;
Van lluiiton N'. M. moots trains at Preston N.I M.
.V. vl.. for
IT t
Mas In
.:iutet!mwu, M. M., at 9:00 4. m, aaliy eicept
itaittys. Fare ft w m way $1.50 roundM-- trip; fifty pound baggage carried free.
Ihu'hs IVs M lines. M, , for the south at 11:11 p. ra. Jarrlves from the
O. a S. tr-ilSot'th at 4:33 a. in.
wjomw.-t-
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J. VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M.,

E. G. DEDMAN,

Superintendent.

F. M. WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent,

"JULIUS CAESAR."

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT!
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee?
Douglas and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO

tri-sta-

CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

El Paso & Southwestern System

The Best Route

-

East or West

finesse
losing none of his
reading the classic lines of Shake
speare, Mr. Warde will present him
self as Brutus Tuesday night. Here
tofore he has ulaved in the role of
Marc Anthony in numerous
produc
tions of "Julius Caesar." It is use
less to attempt to make a comparison of him in the two roles. In both,
in anything he does or attempts, he
is and will always be more than sattheateisfying to the most critical of
r-goers,
and it is a matter of profound regret that his school is passing and the love for the classics in
the wane.
In Ernest C. Warde. the eminent
tragedian has a son who is even now
stepping into his father's buckles, and
who is destined on some day not so
far distant, to be recognized as a
of the
peer among the exponents
tragic art of that period. Young Mr.
Warde has portrayed the difficult role
of Cassius. His reading of the lines
old-tim- e

What does the future hold forth for
the masterpieces of tragedy and for
the remaining few of the old school
tragedians who stiil cling to their
cherished ideals and present these
plays to the modern playgoer?
This diiestion can not but help pre
sent itself to the thinking members of
the audience which will greet Frederick Warde at the Elks' theater
Tuesday night in his splendid production of "Julius Caesar." A few there
will be in the audience who will reBooth and
member
Barrett, the
r
Keenes and then the happy
combination of James, Kidder ana
Warde, and feel the poignant sting of
sorrow when they realized that Frederick Warde is practically "the last
of his race" when it comes to the old
school of famous tragedians.
The answer to the question is that
"time alone will tell."
Mellowed and softened by the hand
of time in voice and appearance, yet

ASK FOR TICKETS

747

Railway Exchange."

To which the Captain replied:
Miss Sally Moran,
747 Railway Exchange, Chicago, 111.
Dear Miss Moran:
The little verse you have sent me
Would win a man
Of sterner stuff than I'm supposed to
be,
So here you'll find a special pair
Of seats right on the aisle
And when you occupy them,
Please look at me and smile.

to29ih

IRO

NEW

Perhaps a little later,
If you feel at all inclined,
You'll smile again, some other place,
If so, I wouldn't mind.

Dates of sale Dec.
30-3- 1
and Jan. 1st and 2nd.
23-24--

25

CAPTAIN WILLIAMS,

"Paid in Pull Company."
Which goes to prove that being a
tough old sea captain on the stage
may not be without its rewards.
Tf vnn Tcstifr an VYTmr nn
a New Mexican Want Ad.

saArfTi

Good returning until
January 3rd. 1911.

EXCURSIO
D A T P

RATON,

$17.90

,

Rate of one fare for Round 5 1
trip bstween all stations
on

U

.S-j-

T

-

Dec.23, 24,25,

--

26&3i;

Also January 1st. & 2nd.

j

BELEN
$4.50
'

One and one third fare to all other
points in New Mexico and Colorado.

25th, 2th, 3) th and 31st, and
January 1st, and 2nd. 1911.
Final Return Limit, Jan. 3rd. 1911.

I
Scene

'

g

fjroin.

Paid in. Full

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY

J

H. S. LUTZ Agent

Santa Fe, N. M.

i

BsaiaaaiJwaiwaBEEaai
DON

CUPID OFTEN MAKES
A SERIOUS
MISTAKE

j

be worth at least $1,000,000, was trap-ped in a rooming house with a wom
an who is registered upon the police
docket as Mabel Carr, aged 29.
The police broke down the door
and arrested Miss Carr and Werner.
Miss Carr and Werner were given a
hearing, but were remanded until tomorrow for another hearing. Mrs.
Werner says she will prefer serious

Hardeman, St. Louis; Mr. and Mrs. H.
D. Daly, Espanola; C. H. Wilson, Coyote; Mr. and Mrs. B. J. Campbell,
Erwar-- ' Mitchell, St. Louis; R.
Prank
J. Hanah, Memphis,
Tenn.;
Cutter, Lobo.
Jo-lie-

At Least it Would Appear so From
Sample Items of Daily Grist in
Newspaper Offices.
Denver, Coio., Dec. 2i. Determined
Captital
not to be outdone by his wife in the
L. G. Burns, A. C. Coffee, Las Venumber and variety of charges she
gas; C. E. Kilgour, Farmington; E. C.
made against him in the divorce suit
Phillips, Monte Vista, Colo; C. M.
started several months ago, Philip T. charges.
Winstead, Los Vegas; Mrs. James M.
Several months ago Werner adver
Tracy, a clerk, has filed an answer
I
Hickey Winslow, Ariz; James Wilber,
to his wife's ac- tised that he no longer Would be re- St Louis,
and
Mo.; Harry Ray, Pueblo,
for
his
debts.
wife's
makes
sponsible
in
he
which
the charges
tion,
VIA THE SANTA FE
Colo; W. S. Davis, Carlsbad; E. R.
Encourages Kissing.
are equally as sensational as those
Adams, Miss E. Adams, Whitney
Cincinnati, Dec. 23. Safety Direc- of his wif.
Point, N. Y.; Mr. and Mrs. Elkins,
. tn, .Small la Via lnfin rvtmmTr nf
He says his wife accused him OI , .
.
.
.
.
...
Dpnver.' Cnln.
lie
kiss.
He
will
go
before
the
says
and of loafing in saloons
drunkenness
Coronado
.
.. CitV
.
.
.
.
of henlth" mil nalr rootrlo. I
- board
cnoiiett ana Kickea mm ana cnaseu
Mrs.
Prudencia
Jaramillo, Tierra
.
...
him out of the house, locking the tl,ons ,?ga,,nst klss'nS by certain pecON SALE NOW
Monan'
e'
would
encourage
him
j
she
neither
door. That she told
City.
But heJose E.
Persons.
SAN FRAN CIS GO, 866.90
LOS 'ANGELES ) - . nn.
nor her mother wanted him around Wssl"S
the house and that she .would put his says many diseases are transmitted.
SAN DIEGO
n d that his object is to
20 YEARS AGO TODAY
clothes cutside for him and he could,.- KIoln
M 2XI0O, !iS.15,
PHOENIX, ARIZ, 845.55
CITY
:
him
lor
Brom the New Mexican of this data
depart; told him she married
'?,;
..ii wnniH www. ksv. all. have these diseases to segregate 1890.
Libera! atop-ove- r
tian limit
privileges
Ve
em;
and further that she did not intend
pie in hospitals today are there
mother
as
her
Through Pullman and Tourist Sleepers.
any
children,
having
Governor L. Bradford Prince has
through sicknesses acquired by the
objected to becoming a grandmother.
been requested to read before the
C )mf ortable Clair Cars, Steam
kiss."
unsanitary
In her complaint, Mrs. Tracy says
New Mexican Bar Association a pa
Haated and Electric Lighted.
her husband was in the habit of comper upon the life and services of the
ing home late at niht intoxicated,
late Judge Warren Bristol.
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
that be frightened her so she fainted,
The meeting of the Educational Asthat he would stay in bed in the mornsociation of New Mexico takes place
Palace.
For further iuformatioa,otiaietables and
ing and make her kindle the fires
Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Newell. Cripple at Albuquerpue on December 29. Sur- and that he compelled her to lie in
Pullman reservation, call on or address.
Albu-veyGeneral Hobart expects to atbed with no covers on, ihus causing Creek, Colo.; T. M. Michaels,
Querque; Solomon Luna, Los Luuas; tend the meeting,
H. S. LUTZ, Agent. Santa Fe, N. M.
her to contract a severe cold.
A handsome badge will be presen
Mrs. Tracy is 19 years old. She was H. O. Bursum, Socor'o.
ted by the foreman, J. W. Conway,
Claire
married November 21, 1909, and with-iJunita Barela, Marie Barela and Jo- - of the John Gray Hose Company, to
five months started suit for divorce.
sefina
Barelo, San Rafael; E. S. Bar- - the member selling the largest num-ke- r
The couple lived at 557 Corona street.
Pecos; J. J. Baumgartner, Taos ber of tickets for the grand ball to
Rich Pittsburoer Trailed By Wife.
Pittsburg, Dec. 23. Trailed for valley; H. H. Martin, City; O. A. Ar- be given by the hose company New
- the rate of $5.00 per htindred lbs.
and
U.
pasmail
S.
the
Year's eve., December 31.
Trinidad.
a
his
and
wife
hours by
Carrying
detective, pin,
Special automobiles furnished te ac- John Werner, treasurer of the
Montezuma
Social events will be coming thick
sengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
S. D. Sparks, Wichita, Kas.; N. A. and fast during the next six weeks.
Rosweil, N. M., connecting with the commodate any number of passenger ld-Werner
Company and reputed to
Isto make special connections with any
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock
land Railroads and the Atchison, train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at TorTopeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaugfhn at 8:30 a. m., arrive rance or Santa Fe, N. M., by comCures Biliousness, Sick
system
in Rosweil at 3:30 p. m.
municating with Manager of the Rosand
clears
Stom
Sour
Leave Rosweil at 12:30 a. m. arrive weil Auto Co., at Rosweil, N. M., at
sallow
in Vaughan at 6 p. m.
least 24 hours in advance. Rate fo?
complexions of
Torpid Liver and
Baggage allowance of 50 lbs. to special $40.00 to accommodate four or
pimples and blotches.
Constipation.
each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point,

OS

LAS VEGAS
$4.50

Dates of Sale, Dec. 23rd, 24th,

j

TICKETS ON SALE

$10.50
ALBUQUERQUE
$4.60

ELPASO,

EXCURSION FARES

PUEBLO
$12.25

$13.60

$11,50

liS

Q

COLORADO SPRINGS,

TRINIDAD,

j!

FROM LAMY 75c,
FOR THE ROUND TRIP
"SANTA FE All The WAY"

HOLIDAY

$15.80

M

$3.35

Trr

DENVER.

H0

Side Ride to
Santa Fe, from
Las Vegas,

Twelve hour daylight
train each direction

P. A.

IB S

Paso.
Dates of Sale Dec. 2Gth, to 29th.
Return Limit, January 2nd, 1911.

CENTRAL

Paso Texas.

La S

A fare and one fifth for the
round trip has been authorized
from all points in New Mexico
including, Trinidad and El

Lowest Holiday Rate and
Quickest Time Via

EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&

Educational
Association Meeting

and return
$16.40

For Rates and full infor mation address

El

New Mexico

EL PASO, TEXAS

CALIFORNIA

cross-complai-

WINTER TOURIST .RATES

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THINO
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
BUSY PEOPLE
ARE USING RUBBER
DEAL OF TIME.
6TAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAY3
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HOTEL ARRIVALS

-

R0SWELL AUTO CO. R0SVVELL NEW MEX

Oswa-

'

Cleanses the

thoroughly

Headache,
ach,

Chronic

J. W. STOCKARD, manager

-

P1A

to

Laxative Frail Syrup
THE CAPITAL. PHARMACY.

PRICE-LIS- T

1

It

1

rvnuited

.

Inches ong
Stamp, not over 2
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
One-lininches long
and not over 3
Stamp, over 2
Eacn additional line on stamp, 15s,
One-linand not over 5 Inches long
Stamp, over 3
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 5 Inches long, ftr Inch
One-lin- e

15S

2

.

e

2

2

e

.........

2Be.
25a.

2

Us.

Each additional fine, same price.
(Curved lints on Stamp count as two lines.)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 Inches long way, 25c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Inch inch In sizt we charge for one
f
Where type used is over
Inch or fraction.
line for each one-haone-hal-

lf

DATES, ETC.
a
for
and
date
any town
6S
In
and
Dater
year
month, day
Ledger
35
Regular line Dater
1.66
Deflnance Model Band Dstsr
1.59
Signature, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut
Pearl Check Protector
,
STAMP PAD8.
34x4 M,
2
15
25
2
2x3
10
centa;
1
cents;
cents;
75 cents.
50 cents; 4
15 cents; 3

...

Local Dater

Fac-8ml-

SELF-INKIN-

4,

FOR 'TYPE SPECIMENS

ADDKESS

PjEXICAJi PRljplflG CO.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
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THE FORUM
Viljoen Sends a Scorcher From His
Kopje.
Editor of the New Mexican.
Under the caption "Insurgent Fac

tory at Las Cruces" a writer under
the nom de plume "E. X. Insurgent"
graced your paper a few days ago
with a spasmodic tirade against insurgency in this county and specially
directs his vituperations against Edward C. Wade, Jr., and Edward C.
Wade, Sr. As for abuse and blasphemy this standpatter in disguise is
a decided, if not a glorious success.
As for truthfulness he has qualified
with honor for membership In the
Ananias Club.
In the first place the writer's disguise was so recklessly unreal that
his individuality is glaringly betrayed as a STANDPAT, RING-FEChronic Politician and is no more
an
Republican than he is
truthful, and I defy him to contradict this over his own name.
The writer in his anxiety to denounce the progressive,
Republicans of this county classes
himself and his boss gang with the
Supreme Being, thereby demonstrating his utter ignorance of common decency and moral regard for the crea
tor of all men, and his demagogic
characteristic inspired by the long
and absolute domination of the ring
and its sattelites in this county, which
6eems to create a spirit in these people that their position in this world
Is unassailable and their domination
of such magnitude that they are beyond the pale of regard for God or
g

man.
Now my object is not a defense of
Messrs. Wade and Wade for they are
capable of taking care of themselves
but mainly to repudiate the undeserved and most malicious charge of
insincerity of the Insurgent or Progressive Republicans of this county.
Why are we insurgents and why are
we denounced?
I am an Insurgent because my
manhood revolts and my feelings of

independence rebel against the absolute monarchy developed into plutocracy with which the Republican machine rules this county. I fought
against odds for freedom of speech,
thought and action in a three year
struggle with Great Britain. My country and my people were conquered
by overwhelming odds, but my honor
and manhood were not conquered. I
chose exile in a foreign country in
preference to submission to monarch
ical rule. The Stars and Stripes was
my choice and the sunny clime of
New Mexico my new home. I do not
regret my choice. I love the flag to
I honor
which I swore allegiance.
with all my soul the institutions of
our government, and will defend them
if occasion shall ever arise, with my
life. This I declare sincerely, so help
me God.

aligned myself with the Republican party nearly eight years ago because I believed in the principles for
which the party stands. My participation, however, in general politics
had been of a humble, insignificant
chancer until a year ago. As an observer of things as they occur, I have
learned the true status of our county
ring. I have been very forcibly made
aware of the fact that the boss and
his henchmen of the ring must and
shall command at all times; that they
shall do the thinking and acting for
us; that should we of the rank and
file dare to resent any dictation we
are at once doomed to perdition and
marked traitors for life.
At the primaries the ring sends out.
its emissaries who visit all the precincts a few days before hand and
these emissaries fix the tickets in all
precincts and the precinct chairmen
are directed specifically to carry out
what these paid agents (who in most
cases are county officials) dictate.
The tickets which compose the delegates to the county convention are
often selected from among the people
who are absolutely amenable and responsive to what the ring desires. At
the county convention these emissaries or agents of the ring keep keen
watch upon their victims and even in
the open convention they vote their
tools to suit the boss.
In all matters of a public nature
the county boss is consulted and his
O. K. secured, failing which
your
cause is doomed. If the boss is in
a normal condition it is possible to
venture within the reflection of his
shimmering glory. If the bosses'
taste be brown, on the other hand,
you are left to another not quite so
high up who can intervene for you at
a certain sacrifice. Tour individuality as a man and a citizen must not
be considered, your pride of being a
free born American citizen does not
prevail in Dona Ana county under
boss rule. At elections the ring
utilizes all the ancient and modern
devices of Tammny hall to gain its
ends and the worst form of coercion
Is not foreign.
For the foregoing good and sufficient reasons, I became an insurgent.
I am asking no favors and expect
none. The reason tha,t we are denounced is that the chronic officeholders and ward heelers fear that
we are busting their ring. The intelligent citizens of Dona Ana county
cannot and will not tolerate the dictation and corrupt practices any longer.
voters are
The Spanish-America-n
fast realizing the truth and are anxious to destroy the iniquitous boss
rule at Las Cruces.
I wish to make clear that I have
dear friends who are associated with
the ring and I regret the choice ' of
their associations, yet they are my
friends and I will not tolerate the
custom of permitting politics to tear
our friendship asunder.
Mr. E. X. Insurgent makes some
scathing remarks anent the constitution. Of course in his boss blinded
eyes all things which are boss markPoor
ed are sublime and angelic.
I

,

,

nnaH.
mfamiMa Icrnnrflmnat Vfliip
tution no more represents free liberal

government institutions than does the
Prussian Douma's constitution. The
nnlv nnrtlnn of vour constitution
which Is really American in its portend is that portion which was copied

j

from the constitution of the United
States.
For instance why were you
afraid to provide for the control of
the liquor trade in the constitution.
Is this not "prima facie" evidence of
vasdllating statesmanship and deplorable absence of MORAL COURAGE?
Why were you afraid to insert the initiative? We presume because it
would mean the placing of law making
too near the reach of the common
people.
Why waB the referendum mutilated
into almost impracticability before incorporating the same in the constitution? We presume because you had
to fool the common people to pacify
their clamor for the Initiative and the
referendum.
Why was the corporation commission created without the power such
as is held by like commissions
in

other states? We presume because
the Santa Fe and other corporation
interests refused to permit that any
latitude be given the commission such
as similar commissions have in other
states.
Why was it made practically impossible for the people of New Mexico to
amend the constitution. We presume
because it was feared that the citizens would in the event of its adoption immediately cause a radical and
entire change of ninety per cent of
what it contains and insert all that
was left out in order to bring the
government closer to the people.
Why was direct legislation, direct
primaries, etc., so viciously opposed
and left out? We presume because
you feared to place the power of government in the hands of the common
people of New Mexico and desire to
perpetuate the boss machine rule
with its iniquitous system of domination, favoritism and graft.
Insurgency stands for government
by the people and for the people;
against special privileges and favoritism to individuals or corporations,
and for the enactment into law of direct primaries, direct legislation, control of the liquor traffic, etc.
President Taft disregarded insurgency for several years. The people
all over these United States have
spoken in unmistakable language and
the echo of their voices rang throughout the halls of the capitol and the
White House at Washington. Today
Mr. Taft recognizes the portend of the
threatening clouds darkening the political horizon and the olive branch
of conciliation is no longer obscure.
Public sentiment and clamor for
popular government may be throttled
and smothered for a while by those in
power, but the day of reckoning follows and unless all past history lies
the will of the common people will
exert their prerogative and will prevail in the end.
If insurgency stands for any other
principle, I am not aware of it. The
charge that we are a disgruntled
bunch of office seekers reeks with so
much contempt that it deserves of no
"

consideration.
If Mr. E. X. Insurgent will discard
the veil or disguise under which he
elects to fight and sign his own
name I will gladly continue this correspondence.
B. J. VILJOEN.

The Times that Tried Men's Souls.
The Turning Point of the Revolution.
"Through snow and ice, at Trenton
boya, they crossed the Delaware
Led by immortal Washington, no danger did they fear,
They gave the foe a drubbing, boys,
then back to camp did steer,
'Twas their delight to march and
fight like a Yankee Volunteer."
Sung in the Old Bowery Theatre
half a century ago.
The battle of Long Island began
about the 26 of August, 177G and terminated on the 29th, when Washington's army retreated across the East
River to New York; after some
severe skirmishing with the pursuing
enemy and a battle of considerable
importance at Harlem Heights the
army crossed the Bronx, thus reachthe open
ing
finally
country
(the present We3chester County) and
halted in the vicinity of White Plains,
where late in October a severe but
what is called a drawn battle was
Soon thereafter Washington
fought.
crossed tne Hudson, and, leaving General Lee in command
of the left
wing, with positive orders to folow
in
immediately,
began,
the awful retreat across the Jerseys
toward the Delaware.
Although the
story of this retreat has often been
told, it can never be told too often to
teach the rising generation of the sublime sacrifices, suffering and hardships their ancestors bore to secure
the priceless blessings of Liberty for
them and their decendants for all
time.
In his great work 'The Field Book
of the Revolution"
Lossing says:
.

mid-winte- r,

the baggage and military stores
at Fort Lee fell into the hands of the
enemy. It was an easy conquest for
Cornwallis; and had he folowed up
this successful beginning with energy there is every probability that he
would have captured Washington and
his army.
The latter commenced a
retreat when Cornwallis approaching,
hoping to be sufficiently reinforced
by the New Jersey and Pennsylvania
militia to be enabeled to make a successful stand against the Invaders at
some intermediate point.
But late
reverses had dispirited the militia
and Wasaington found his army diminishing at every step rather than
By the last week in
augmenting.
November scarcely three thousand
troops remained in the American ar"AH

my."
To us, who are now citizens of the
greatest nation on earth, it may well
seem incredible that the
Washington and three thousand half
starved men, whose trail could ba
followed by the blood from their naked feet, driven before the exulting,
victorious British army, whose drum
beats could often be heard in the camp
of the patriots.
I repeat it seems incredible that Washington did not give
Almost
up the struggle in despair.
any other general in the army would
d

light-hors-

e

his troQps into two divisions, one to
march by the river road, the other by
the upper road. The distance to Trenton by each highway was about equal.
The commander-in-chie- f
ordered both
divisions to push directly into the
town, that they might charge the enemy before they had come to form.
To surprise them before daylight was
out of the question; sudden movements and physical force must rup-plthe place of strategy. Washington, accompanied by Generals Stir
ling, Greene, Mercer and Stephens
commanded the division on the upper
road; General Sullivan led them upon
the river road.
Both divisions marched so silently that they were not
discovered by the enemy until within a short distance of the picket-guard- s
on the outskirts of the village.
y

Each encountered the out guards at
the same time and a brisk skirmish
ensued; the pickets of the enemy firing from behind houses while retreat-tthe main body in the town, closely
pursued by the Americans. The Hessian drums beat to arms and in a few
moments the disordered ranks were
marshaled into battle order by the
brave Colonel Rail.
Part of Washington's division pushed down King
(now Warren Street) and a part
down Queen (now Greene Street).
Sullivan's division entered by the
mansions of Colonel Dickinson
and
Rutherford, through second and Front
streets.
By this disposition of the
patriot forces at the time of the attack, the enemy were hemmed in by
the Assanpink (a considerable stream
running through the town) on the
south and the invading troops
At
the head of King street Captain Forest opened a six gun battery, which
commanded the avenue.
Captain
William Washington and Lieutenant
Monroe (afterwards President)
perceiving the enemy were endeavoring
to form a battery in the street, rushed forward with a small party, drove
the artillery-Wfrom their guns and
captured two of the pieces just as the
Thes-gunmen were about to fire.
were the first decided movements of
the belligerents at the moment of
surprise. When Colonel Rail had formed his men for action he attempted
to advance and repel his assailants,
but, being completely hemmed In and
his troops
all was confusion.
The Americans were pressing closer and closer and with dead
o

n

panic-stricke-

ranks.

"

Lossing continues: "Lee's division under Sullivan and the regiments from Ticondoroga, united with
The inWashington on the 21st.
creased pay of officers, the proffered
bounties to the soldiers and the great
personal influence of Washington had
the effect to retain in the service, for
a few weeks, at least, more than half
of the old soldiers.
The Pennsylvania militia turned out with considerable alacrity, and on the 24th,
between 5,000 and 0,000 Americans
were gathered around the standard
of Washington.
There were about
1500 Hessians and a troop of British
at Trenton; these Washington determined to surprise.
Christmas night (just 134 years
ago) was selected for the execution of
the enterprise.
The commander-in-chie- f
well knew the German habit of
celebrating the day with feasting and
drinking and reasoned wisely on the
probability of a large part of the Hessians being half disabled by intemperate indulgence. The division with
which Washington was to cross the
river consisted of 2400 men, with 20
pieces of artillery. At dusk they paraded at McConkey's ferry,
expecting
to reach Trenton by midnight.
The
cold weather of the 24 hours preceding put serious obstacles in the
The river was so full of floatway.
ing ice that at first it was 'doubtim
whether a crossing could be affected
at all
A storm of sleet and snow
had just commenced to fall and the
night became excessively dark and
dreary. ,The perilous voyage began
early in the evening in boats and
bateaux, but it was nearly
four
o'clock in the morning before the little army was mustered on the Jersey
shore.
Washington there separated

were thinning

the Hessian
BIRD APARTMENT HOUSE.
At length a bullet morally
wounded Col. Rell and he fell from
His
his horse pale and bleding.
aids and servants lmre him away.
Scheffer, his next in command, took
his place at the head of the trooups.
SeeRut. all order was :it an end.
ing their commander fall the Ilea
sians fled in dismay, the main body
attempting to escape by the roal to
Their retreat waa n.t
princeston.
off by the gallant Irish Colonel Hand
with an body of Pensylvania riflemen.
The fugitives ignorant of the small-nes- s
of tne force that stood in their
way and having the enthusiasm of ?U
mercenary soldiers, threw down their
The
arms and implored mercy.
victory of the Americans at Trenton
was complete.
They Inst in the engagement only two, privates killed,
and two others who were frozen to
The enemy lost six officers
death.
and between twenty and thirty men
officers and
killed and twenty-threIn addition to these,
SSS prisoners.
Mr. Woodpecker
I declare it is
many others were found concealed in
the abominable the way the trades crowd
houses and secured, making
whole number of prisoners about one us these days.
Mrs. Sparrow Terrible! Mr. ButchThe trophies were six
thousand,
erbird
arms
of
opened his shop in our a,)r.rt-men- t
stands
lenn
field
brass
pieces,
last week, and now Mr. Tailor-birAs the en12 drums and 4 colors.
has arrived.
emy were in the vicinity In great
numbers
and
of
appointsuperiority
HEALTH
TOO PRECIOUS
ments. Washington thought it prudent
to recrnss the Delaware with his prisoners and spoils into Pennsylvania."
And thus ended the glorious victory
At last the tide of batof Trenton.
tle, turned and the subsequent movements and battles restored heart and
As l
hope to the heroic patriots.
have not space to give an account of
those movements in this number I
thi
will ask permission to resume
recital in a day or two.
A. L. MORRISON.
ly aim

have done po, but, "The Fabius of the
West," knew no such word as fail.
His motto, indeed, was "Nil
So hoping in the midst of
he continued the desperate retreat.
Lossing says: "For three weoke he
(Washington) fled beofre Cornwaliis
across the level districts of New JerNew Brunswick,
sey.
Newark,
Princeston and Trenton were successively evacuated by the Americans
and occupied by the enemy.
Arrived
at Trenton on December 2, Washington and his army crossed the Delaware in boats.
The last one had
reached the Pennsylvania shore just
as one division of Cornwallis' army
with all the pomp of victors, marched
into Trenton.
This was about twelve o'clock
at night.
Washington
had hoped to make a stand at New
Brunswick
but was aisappointed.
The service of the Jersey and Mary- land brigades expired on the day he
left
that olace and neither of them
would remain longer with the army.
"As stated above, Lee had been left
behind with nearly three thousand
men. Washington, wrote him from
Hackensack repuesting him to lead
his division
into New Jersey immediately to reenforce his melting arLee did not heed the request,
my.
and the Commander-in-chie- f
finally
sent him a positive order to that effect
This order was repeated and
"The plain truth is
yet he delayed.
that Lee was a traitor and acted the
part of one until he was finaly captured (fortunately for us) and carried
away as a prisoner of war by the enThe command
then fell on
emy.
General Sullivan, who, with the glorious fighting spirit of his race, instantly pushed on to the Delaware,
often it must have been on the double
quick and reached Washington on December 21, just i.i time to recross the
river with him and participate in the
Never did
glorious result.
arrive in apter time for
the American army had dwindled away to 2500 men.
desper-andum.-
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by the initiative,
referendum and recall, evidently forgetful that these same plutes could
just as easily buy enough votes to
confirm any act passed in their interests.
We as a people select our legislators and other officers from among
our citizens. The intelligent portion
of every community has a line, so to
speak, upon each individual in that
community: the ability, the probity,
the associations and environments of
is
of a communiiy
eac h member
known. That being the case the elec-- j
tion of officers who are dishonest or
corrupt is strictly the fault of the
voters. This fault I am compelled to
charge to indifference, to do otherwise would be to insinuate that a ma-- ;
jority of the electorate is itself cor-- I
nipt, a condition of affairs which I
do not believe obtains in any large
community in New Mexico.
I agree with Mr. Fergusson that the
article on the judiciary is a little lopsided, that the. salaries are rather
stiff, but unlike him, I have not lost
all faith in my fellow man. I believe the legislatures will make only
judicious and needed additions.
He seems to be really distressed because the corporation commission is
not. granted plenary, judicial powers
p.nd that their findings must be O K'd
by the supreme court before becoming
effective. Has he forgotten that New
Mexico when it emerges from the
chrysalis and becomes a state will
have a federal judge, who will have
plenary injunction prerogatives; and
that every salutory ruling of every
corporation commission in every state
that has one, has had to have the
endorsement of the supreme court of
that state before the ruling becomes
effective? The delegate who secured
the provision for the certification of
the commission's rulings to the supreme court in the first instance deserves the thanks of a grateful people.
His other objections are largely the
creations of his imagination, arising
from his misconception of the functions of a constitution.
This constitution does not suit Mr.
Fergusson. It does not suit me. It
does not suit any one of the hundred
delegates who formulated it. I am
jvery much in doubt that it suits any
intelligent citizen of New Mexico who
has carefully read it. If it. suited Mr.
Fergusson, it would suit me and thou
sands of others far less than it does
now. If on the other hand this constitution had been drawn by any one
individual to suit himself, it would
not have pleased any one else, and its
author would want to make changes in
it within a year. The constitution was
a compromise and like all compromises is not entirely satisfactory to
anybody.
We as a people elected our delegates to do this work for us. If some
sections of Nev Mexico made bad selections, it is to be regretted. The
congress, in its wisdom, provided that
if we turn down this constitution, the
same delegates, the bad selections as
well as the good, are to reassemble
and make another stab at it. How will
these delegates determine where to
make amendments?
There are almost as many objections to the pres-
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CERTIFICATE

REEXTENDING
CHARTER.

Treasury Department,

of Comptroller of the Cur
rency.
Washington. D. C, Dec. 2, 1910.
Whereas, by satisfactory evidence
presented to the undersigned, It has
been made to appear that THE FIRST
NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE,
located in the City of Santa Fe, In the
County of Santa Fe and Territory of
New Mexico, has complied with all
the provisions of the Act of Com
gress "to enable National flanking As
sociations to extend their corporate
existence, and for other purposes,
approved July 12, 18S2, as amended
by the act, approved April 12, 1902;
NOW, THEREFORE. I, LAWRENCE
O. MURRAY, Comptroller of the Cur
rency, do hereby certify that THE
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA
FE, located in the City of Santa Fe,
in the County of Santa Fe, and Terri
tory of New Mexico, is authorized to
have succession for the period specified in its amended articles of association; namely, until close of business
on December 2, 1930.
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF witness my hand and Seal of office thi
second day of December, 1910.
LAWRENCE O. MURRAY,
Comptroller of the Currency
Office

(Seal)
Charter

tent

and

FOR RENT Rooms
House for hovisekeeping.

100 Garcia.

FOR RENT Three furnished rooms
all modern
unver:i noes, 216 Grant.
painted belt pin with
Palace Ave. and

LOST--Hi:- nd

Return to
reward.

I)

261

Six room furnished
best location in town. Lease
six to eighteen months. O. C. Watson
TOR RENT
--

ho-.i-

& Co.

TYPEWRITERS
'

j

Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
plaints furnlsbed. Ribbons and up--:
p:ies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled,
All repair work and ypewriters guar-- j
Santa Fe Typewriter Ex-- j
tnteed.
change. Phone Black 231.

SALE Handsome
quarter
FOR
sawed oak desk, roller top, filing device, spariouB and in Al condition.
Cost $100 will sell for 100. Also havt
;i,e substantial desk In splendid con-- j
No. 1767 iition for lower prlc. Inquire New
Mexican.

No. 1750. Extension

Notice for Publication.
(01384i; Coal Jemcz Forest.)
Department of the Interior,
United States Laud Office.
Sunta Fe, N. M., Nov. 14, 191u.
(Republication.)
the
Notice Is hereby given that
following named claimant has filixl
notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, lS'jl (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1S93 (27
"What do you mean by refusing to States., 470), and that said proof will
some
dinwood
after the good
chop
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
ner I have give you!"
S. CL Comr., Cuba, N. M., on Febru
"Well, lady, de highest medical au- ary 10, 1911, viz: Celso Sandoval, of
thorities gree dat workin' on a full
N. M., for the claim
4423 in
stomach is injurious, an' I don't want Cuba, 28
and 29, T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N
Sees.
to run any chances of ruinln' me su
M. P. M.
perb health!"
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
THE DANGER
SIGNAL
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding' the survey oi
the township, viz.:
Ramon Casados, Luciano Gonzales,
Cristobal Casados, Eusebio Trujillo,
all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rea
son under the laws and regulations ot
the Interior Department why such
proof should not bo allowed will be
given an opportunity at the above
mentioned time and place to
the witnesses of said claim
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
"Yes, Freddy, I'm a sick man!"
MANUEL R. OTERO
"Wot's der matter?"
Registet
"Why, I'm gettin' that restless an'
wakeful, dat I can't sleep, only at
NOTICE FOP. PUBLICATION
night!"
Small Holding Claim No. 2520.
014351
not coal.
Department of the Interior.
United States Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 21, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final proof
in support of his claim under sections
16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891,
(26 Stats., 834), as amended by the
act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
479,) and the said proof will be made
before Alfredo
Probate
Montoya,
She Buried Her Face In Her Hans.
Clerk at Bernalillo, N. M., on January
9, 1911, viz: Marcos C. de Baca, of
THE ONLY WAY.
Blanca, N. M., for the claim 2520
in sees. 35 and 36, T. 16 N R. 5 E., N.
M. P. M. Surveyed in May 1909.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
Luis Leyba, Gauro Crespin, Paz
Antonio Lucero, all of Pena,
Blanca, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
time and place to
Willie I know how to make love.
the witnesses of said clainm-ant- ,
All you have to do is to hold hands,
and to offer evidence In rebuttal
look up into each other's eyes trust
of
submitted by the claimant
that
to
each other.
fully and lie
MANUEL R. OTERO,
cross-examin-

Pe-n- a

above-mentione-

cross-examin- e

Register

Laying Out Streets.
Our suburb has no Dover's Laas-We promptly took the cue,
A boulevard is now the card
Affinity avenue.

IWAN

Notice for Publication.
(Not Coal 01450.)
Department of the ",nterioi-U. S. Land Offl-- e at Santa Fe, N. M
November 21, 1910.
THE REASON.
Notice Is hereby given that Lucy
"It takes more than on swallow tm Isabel Balfe. of Santa Fe. N. M., who
make a summer,
on September 9, 1908, made home
That's a proverb you hear, every day.
for
No.
01450,
to stead
It takes more than one rouge-pentry
nUke a "hummer,"
SE.
NW.
NE
SW 1.4
And more than one blossom to make
and
Lots 2 & 3, section
a nosegay.
11, Township 16 N., Range 9 E., N. M.
Acknowledge this truth, and IU chalP. Meridian, has filed notice of intenlenge each comer
To say It's not true turned about totber tion to make final commutation proof,
way
to establish claim to the land above
"It takes more than one blossom to make described, before
Register or Receiver
a summer,
An more than one swallow to make a TJ. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M., on
nose gay."
the 30th day of December, 1910.
Claimant names as witnesses: Geo.
Now that's a bum joke, you may say, and
the meter
S. Tweedy, Chas. A. Siringo, John S.
ent constitution as there are objecIs fierce, but the Jokesmlth is rushed R.
Hammltt, Edmonla T. Hammitt,
tors. I have yet to find any considfor tune.
erable number who make any one fea- It takes more or less thinking to writs all of Santa Fe, N. M.
one that's neater.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
ture a "paramount" objection.
And more than on minute to maks cler- Register.
er
Mr. Fergusson can rest assured that
rhyme!
if this constitution is rejected and the
A SIMPLE SAFEGUARD
delegates reassemble and insert In a
Too Valuable.
FOR MOTHERS.
treasworkable
his
form
practicable,
"What you want to do Is to have
D. Gilkeson, 326 Ingles Ave.,
Mrs.
ured holibies, that they will be reject- that mudhole in the road fixed," said
Youngstown, Ohio, gained wisdom by
ed by almost every Republican and the Tisltor.
"My little girl had a seexperience.
BY EVERY OLD LINE DEMOCRAT
ar
to
"That goes
show," replied Farm-- vere cold and coughed almost conin New Mexico, and they together comCorntosael, "how little you reform- tinuously.
My sister recommended
ers understand local conditions.
prise a majority of the voters.
and Tar. The first dose
Honey
Foley's
A second rejection of the consti- putty nigh paid oft a mortgage with
I gr.vo her relieved the inflammation
tution means an indefinite postpone- tha money I made haulin' automobile
in her throat and after using only one
ment of statehood, a black eye to antjii that puirihnlaJk.
bottle her throat and lungs were enevery industry in New Mexico and
tirely free from inflammation. Since
the depreciation of every piece of
Just a Way They Hava.
then I always keep a bottle of Foley's
New
in
Mexico.
property
Hoeny and Tar in the house. Accept
Oyer (at the show) Queer thin
Yours respectfully,
no substitute. Sold by Capital Pharabout ballet girls, lsnt It?
LUCIUS DILLS.
macy.
Myer What's queer about 'em?
Oyer Why, no matter how Ion
If you want anything on earth try they remain on the
If you want anything on earth try
stage they never
a New Mexican Want A3.
a New Mexican, Want Ad.
Mem to gowjgray In the lervloe.
.
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BLANKS

Printed and foi sale by New Mexl-ea- n
Printing Company, Santa Fe. N.
Mex.

sheet.
Butchers' Bond.
Sheriffs' Monthly Report of
sheet.
cences.
Spanish Blanks.
Auto de Arresto.
pliego.
pliego.
Auto de Prislon,
pliego.
Declaracion Jurada,

Li-

CertiQcado de NombramleLto,
pliego.
pliego.
Fianza Oficial,
Fianza Oficial y Juramento.
pliego.
Fianza para Guardar la Paz,
pllgeo.
pliego
Formula de Enumeraclon.
Contrato entre los Directores y Prep'.icgo.
ceptors,
Camlnos, 25c.
Llbros de Recibo de Capltaclon, 50
en un libro, 25c.
Noticla de Asesores de Asesamento
100 en un libro. 75c.
pliego.
Contrato de Combustible.
pliego.
Documento Sin Garantla.
sheet.
Option,
Notas Obligaclones, 25c por B8.
Llbros Certificados de Bonos, $1.
Libros de Recibos Supervisors da
Libros de Elecclon de Directores
de Escuela, 4, 6, y 8 paglnas, 20c, 30c
i

2

2

2

2

y 40c.

Matrl-monlAppllcacion por Llcencla de
pliego.
4
pliego.
Certificado de Muerte,
pilego.
Certiflcado de Naclmento,
Registracion de Falleclmentos y
Muertes, 25c.
Juez de Pas, Repertorlo Criminal y
Civil, $1.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports,
Nos. 1 and 2, full leather, $6.50 a volume; 3 to 12 Inclusive, $3.30 each;
ReMoney's Digest of New Mexico
ports, full sheet, $6.50. Postage 25o.
Retail Liquor License. 60 in Book,
2

1--

4

$3.00.

Nos. 13 and 14. $2.70 each. Postage
25c each.
Notification of Change in Assessment by Assessor. 100 In Book. $3.76.
General License, 60 in Book, $3.00.
Assessor's Notice of Assessment,
100 In Book. 75c.
County Superintendent's Warrant,
50 in Book, 35c.
Poll Tax Receipt. 50 In Book. 25c
Poll Books for City Election, 8
pages, 50c.
Poll Books for Town Election, S
pages, 40c.
Poll Books, Election of School Directors, 4, 6 and 8 pages, English, 20c,
30c and 40c.
Road Supervisor's Receipt, 60 In
Book, 25c.

Stamps, Etc.
inches
One line stamp, not over 2
line, 10c
long, 15c; each addl'-on2

extra-Loc-

al

daters, any town and date for
ten years, $1 00.

Regular line daters, for ten years,

35c.

Facsimile signature stamps, with
wood cut, $1.50.
Prices on other stamps, pads, and al)
other office supplies, on application.
Proof, Testimony of Witness.
full sheet.
sheet
Replevin Bond,
Execution Forcible Entry and Desheet.

tainer,

sheet.
Subpoena,
J. P. Complaint,
Capias Complaint,
4

sheet
sheet
sheet

1--4

Search Warrant,

2

School Blanks.
sheet
Enumeration Form,
sheet.
Teachers' Certificate,
Contract for School Teacher,
2

2

1-- 2

sheet.
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet
Contract between Directors and Teasheet
chers,
sheet
Oaths of School Director,
ot
Certificate of apportionment
sheet
School Funds,
Contract for Fuel,
sheet
Teachers' Monthly Report 4 sheet
District Clerks' Annual Report,
1--

4

2

4

1--4

sheet

Blanks.

Land Office

Homestead Entry,

1-- 2

sheet

Missouri Code Pleadings, $6.00. Tha
two for $10.00. Adapted to New Mexico Code. Postage 17c.
Bond to Keep the Peac, 2 sheet
4
sheet
Complaint, Criminal

Forcible Entry and; Detainer, Comsheet.
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sum?

plaint,

2

sheet
mons,
sheet
Acknowledgment,
sheet
Mortgage Deedt
Mortgage Deed without Insurance
sheet
Clause,
Official Bond, Road Supervisor, 12
1-- 4

1-- 4

1-- 2

2

sheet

Notaries' Notice ot Publication, M
Notice ot Protest 4 sheet
1--

sheet

-

sheet
Warranty Deed,
sheet
Quit Claim Deed,
2

1-- 2

- '
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have one of the most notable acting Liggett's Chocolates. At Fischer Drug
companies in America and the pro- Company of course.
duction here will be as complete as
Curry is Confident Former Governthat given at the beautiful Astor or George Curry was in Clovis yesterContinucl From Page Two.
two
New
York, where it ran
Theater,
day en route to Roswell and other
Big Change of Program at the Elks years, and for six months at the Pecos valley points.
He spoks enGrand Opera House, Chicago. "Paid thusiastically of the
tonight, all subjects good ones.
of the
prospects
Christmas Trees, Pine Cones and in Full" has been endorsed by the coining county of his name giving a
GOEBELS.
at
as
Materials
critics
the
since
raiding
thej good majority for the constitution.
greatest play
Liggett's, Allegretti's and Hughes' days of "The Banker's Daughter" and! "There is no question about the conCandies just received at Fischer Drug "Jim the Penman." Seat sale opens stitution
carrying by a big majority,"
Co.'s. They are the best candies in Tuesday morning December 27th at he said.
town.
Fischer's Drug Store.
Two Arrests in Socorro
County
Entertainment at Pen The conEverything for Your Christmas Philip Estes was arrested at Magda-lena- ,
victs will give their Christmas enter- Dinner is offered in the new adverSocorro county, by Sheriff Gerotainment at the penitentiary SundaJ tisement for H. S. Kaune & Co. In this nimo Sanchez on the charge of horseissue. Also Christmas boxes of cigars stealing. Estes is
afternoon.
already under inWill Visit Albuquerque.
President 12, 25 or 50 to the box. Fruits and dictment at Hillsboro for a similar
Roosevelt has written friends that In candies, and everything to make you crime. Deputy Sheriff R. W. Lewis
spring he will visit Albuquerque, El contented on Christmas day. Read arrested Hermanes Lucero at Magda-len- a
the ad.
Paso and Phoenix.
on the charge of abandoning his
)
Violet's
Do Not Forget the Special
wife.
Sale,
(pronounced
everything at your own bargain, at Roger & Gallett's, Harmony's, ColBoard Meets
Saturday The
the Santa Fe Trail Curio Company to gate's & Palmer's Perfumes. The most board of judgesEvery
of Ward No. 4 for
morrow. Good music there to make complete stock Id the city at Fischer the
registration of voters, who will
Drug Co.'s.
your shopping a pleasure.
decide the fate of the constitution
Mrs. Harney Announces that her
Don't throw your money away on and statehood January 21, will meet
Christmas Dinner will be served at 5 trashy presents, is the caution the from 2 to 4 p. m. every
Saturday, in
o'clock in the evening, and she res
Hardware company is the office of Justice Alarid.
that
quests
strangers desiring dinner, sending out in the new advertisement
Shot at From Ambush. John Gist,
order in advance.
today. Many useful things are sugsheep breeder and wool
Seat Sale Xmas Morn Manager gested such as sleds, and other
grower, was fired at from ambush,
things
Stanton of the Elks theater announced for the
children, silverware, knives, fifteen miles north of Roswell and his
today that the seat sale for both ranges, and a thousand other things horse was killed. Gist was evidently
Frederick Warde in Julius Caesar and
the wrong man, for the marksman
"Paid in Full" will open at Fischer's acceptable.
All the Ladies Appreciate and need a quit firing when he saw his mistake.
Sunday, Christmas morning.
handsome hand bag, they all like The identity of the man in ambush
Christmas Festival of Sunday gloves and must have them; both la- has not been learned. He was not
School The Christmas
festival of dies and
appreciate gloves, even seen by Mr. Gist.
the Sunday school of the Church of mufflers, gentlemen
Sunset Train Robbed in El Paso.
and other useful gifts durthe Holy Faith will take place at the
the holiday season. Julius Ger-de- In the heart of El Paso, the Sunset
ing
church Christmas eve, Saturday at b
in his new advertisement today Express of the SSouthern Pacific was
p. m. The public is invited.
is offering practical solutions to the held up by a lone highwayman early
Johnson
Here for Safekeeping
last evening and the passengers comgift problem. Read the arf.
Sheriff Geronimo Sanchez of Socorro
Monday Matinee at 3 o'clock at the pelled to fork over $130 in cash and
has placed Sam Johnson, accused of Elks' theater.
two railroad tickets.
Bring the children!
complicity in the Katzenstein murder
Fifty Families Made Happy The
at Socorro, in the penitentiary for relief
committee of the Woman's FIVE HOMESTEAD ENTRIES
safe keeping.
Board of Trade, Mrs. A. J. Fischer, is
MADE IN ONE DAY.
Paid in Full The United Play Com- today distributing Christmas remempany announce an elaborate produc- brances among fifty needy persons re- Mimbres Valley Continues to Attract
tion of the great play of contempor- ported to the board.
The board re
Settlers Two New Well Rigs
ary life "Paid in Full," by Eugene ceived $82 in cash, nine boxes of apReceived in Windmill City.
Walter, at Elks' theater on Thursday ples, a bucket, of candy and considerDeming, N. M., Dec. 22 A, cement
night. In the presentation that the able clothing from various donors.
floor is being -- put in the Collins
United Play Company offer they will l There's Only ONE BEST and tha,t's building on Silver
avenue, and Paul
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GKOCERY AND BAKERY
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iLne Phosphate
baking powder
should be prohibited."
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s dangerous and
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Prof, Schweitzer. Slate Univ., Mo.
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Vee-o-lay-

We Have Everything in the Eating Line to Make a

MERRY XMAS.

Wood-Davi-

j

well-know- n

CANDIES

Chocolates, Creams, Taffy
and a variety of Xmas mixed.
NUTS EnS- Walnuts. Almonds. Pecans, Jilberts,
Brazils, Hickory Nuts, Biack Walnuts, Peanuts
Bon-bon- s,

etc.

VEGETABLES"Celery. Tomatoes, CaulifWr,
Beets, Turn ps, Carrots, FersrJps, Sweet Potatoes, Parsley, Soup Bunches, Lettuce, Radishes, Spinach, Onions, Cabbage,
Mistletoe,
XMAS DECOiiATIONS-Hol- ly,
Wreaths, Evergreen Roping.
;

F. ANDREWS

meKo.4.

Piione

B.

4.

It "makes home baking easy " and
gives nicer, better and cleaner food
than the "ready-made.- "
There is
no baking powder or preparation
like it or equal to it for quickly
and perfectly making the delicate
foot biscuits, hot bread, muffin,
cake and pastry.
Collins will shortly open a blacksmith shop in the same.
There were five homestead entries
made in the local land office Monday morning, Howard Brothers, of
North Emporia, Va., being among
those who entered land. The record

at the land

office BhowB that this
fall's entries have been greater than
at any previous period In the history
of the office,
Dr. P. K. Connaway has built an addition to his country home three ana
a half miles southeast of Deming.

A FEW MORE SHOPPING DAYS UNTIL CHRISTMAS

i
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WHERE CHRISTMAS

kFM
FOR THE SWETEST
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REPRESENT

GIRL

THE WOMAN'S HUSBAND

OR

WIFE,

OR FATHER!

OR MOTHERI

v'A

Almond Sets,

Salad Forks,

Lavaliers,

CUT GLASS

Brooches

Our name on a box
a guarantee cf
Value and Beauty

Veil Pins
in Turquoise

&
&

READING LAMPS,
Silver Deposit Scotch Sets,
Military, Cloth & Hat Brushes,
Scarf Pins, Cuff Links, ' Watches,
Manicure Pieces,
Chains,
Signet & Fancy Rings,
Turquoice Jewelry,
Pens. Desk Pieces.

Sandwich Trays,
After Dinner Sets,'

Silver Deposit Cologne bottles,
Costers,
Novelties,
Coffee
Sterling Water Pitchers,
Flat Wear,
Sugar and Creams,
Bracelets,

Tea Sets,
Candelabra.
Souvenir Spoons,

Beauty Pins,
Filigree Jewelry,

&

&

Novelties.

DIAMONDS

8. SPITZ, Manufacturing
flWiigM.

'!

'.;m'PS"-n-

Jeweler.

Sir 1st mas

Merry
Pcr
cent
toys in our store.

el

Our assortment this
year is great deal
larger than last year
and are prepared to

off on

10 F m

N A

o

Toilet Sets,

CUT GLASS
Our name on a box
a guarantee of

&

Valus and Beauty

)

We believing in

rs

is only a
week or two until holiday trade
is orer, rather than to p.have
Xmas toys left for next year
we extend offer of 23 per centoff
on every dollars worth "of; toys
in this Store. We also mark
down every article in ladies nnd
gants furnishing, drass goods
of every discription, carpets
and rugs, men and woman shoes
in fact every thing we have in
store at

lit

push-n-

ill

g

mdseat reduced price rather

worth of

It

for you

0 UR CUSTOMERS

every

dol a

i
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than to have same accumulate on shelves. We handle
all leading brands of ready to
wear garments and stand by
every garment sold to give A
No. 1 satisfaction or money
back. Our Motto is Honesty
and satisfaction to one and
all.

15 per cent off
1.

fill needs of all.

TOY

YBars-SBllln-

& Ebony
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MONEY MAKING

f,

For 30

Hand Painted China

Sterling

Mm

mmm.
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ACTUAL VALUE

FOR THE GIRL'S SWEET HEART

OR THE DEAREST

mm

GIFTS

A

)

Buy your Xmas gifts
now while stock i.
complete and do

5

N

S

fa

not wait until last
minute and have
to buy what you
can get

grand display. We would "hint" that you make your selection early, while
picking is at its best. We will assist you in every way we can COiBE, S E.
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